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RÉSUMÉ 
Il existe plusieurs défis techniques liés à la collecte de données, à la modélisation 
inverse et la fusion de modèles ainsi qu'aux interprétations intégrées en géophysique 
d'exploration minérale. Dans cette étude de doctorat, de nouvelles méthodologies sont 
testées et évaluées pour l'interprétation intégrée 3D de plusieurs images géophysiques 
ciblant les gisements minéraux. La modélisation 3D inverse de multiples données 
géophysiques, de statistiques multivariées et de méthodes d'apprentissage automatique 
est utilisée pour développer une méthodologie robuste d'interprétation intégrée 3D. Une 
inversion coopérative de plusieurs données géophysiques est proposée pour l'imagerie 
3D d'un gisement épithermal Au-Ag en Colombie-Britannique (Canada). Les données 
géophysiques multiples sont interprétées et évaluées par des observations 
pétrophysiques, géochimiques et géologiques de forage afin d'améliorer notre 
compréhension du système épi thermal de Newton en termes de signatures 
géophysiques. L'interprétation intégrée a identifié quatre domaines pétrophysiques 
basés sur les trois propriétés physiques inversées en coopération, y compris la 
résistivité électrique, la chargeabilité PP et la susceptibilité magnétique. Nous avons 
également développé un outil statistique 3D pour extraire des informations géologiques 
à partir de modèles de propriétés physiques inversés basés sur l'analyse de composants 
indépendants à travers la maximisation de la néguentropie. Une interprétation 
automatisée de plusieurs images géophysiques 3D est également présentée par un 
algorithme de sélection de sous-ensembles spectraux hybrides (SSSH), basé sur un 
algorithme d'intelligence artificielle supervisée généralisée qui cherche à reconstruire 
des cibles géologiques limitées à partir d'images géophysiques 3D. Le présent 
algorithme SSSH prend les caractéristiques spectrales extraites de la décomposition en 
ondelettes des composants indépendants des propriétés physiques et essaye 
simultanément de minimiser la fonction de coûts du réseau neuronal et le nombre de 
caractéristiques spectrales d'entrée grâce à une optimisation algorithmique multi-
objectif. Par rapport aux méthodes d'interpolation 3D conventionnelles, telles que le 
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maillage direct 3D et le krigeage, les modèles géologiques 3D récupérés avec SFSS 
ajoutent une valeur prédictive à nos connaissances géologiques dans des endroits sans 
information de forage. 
ABSTRACT 
There are severa! technical challenges related to data gathering, inverse modeling, 
mode! fusion and integrated interpretations in mineral exploration geophysics. In this 
study, new methodologies are tested and evaluated for 3D integrated interpretation of 
multiple geophysical images targeting mineral deposits. 3D inverse modeling of 
multiple geophysical data, multivariate statistics, and machine learning methods are 
used to develop a robust 3D integrated interpretation methodology. A cooperative 
inversion of multiple geophysical data is proposed for 3D imaging of an epithermal 
Au-Ag deposit in British Columbia (Canada). The preliminary integrated interpretation 
identified four petrophysical domains based on the three cooperatively inverted 
physical properties, including electrical resistivity, IP chargeability, and magnetic 
susceptibility. A 3D statistical tool is also developed to extract geological information 
from inverted physical property models based on independent component analysis 
through negentropy maximization. An automated interpretation of multiple 3D 
geophysical images is presented through a hybrid spectral feature subset selection 
(SFSS) algorithm, which is based on a generalized supervised neural network 
algorithm to rebuild limited geological targets from 3D geophysical images. The SFSS 
algorithm automatically selects the optimum combination of spectral features produced 
from independent components of the physical properties. Compared to conventional 
3D interpolation methods such as 3D direct gridding and kriging, the 3D geological 
models recovered with SFSS add predictive value to our geological knowledge in 
places without borehole information. 
Keywords: Exploration Geophysics, 3D Inversion, Gold-Silver Deposit, Feature 




Mineral deposits are the primary source of the metals and minerals that feed our modern 
civilization. Despite the significant developments in the mining industry, as well as 
growing demand for base and precious metals, mineral exploration still faces crucial 
challenges. Global trends show that the number of major mineral discoveries is 
drastically declined during the last 25 years due to the fact that the most outcropping 
mineralization systems are mapped and already excavated (Barnett and Williams, 
2006). Therefore, a major challenge for mineral exploration in future will be 'deep' 
targeting of hidden resources. The 'deep' targets are usually considered as resources as 
deep as hundreds of meters to tho us and meters of the depth. However, occurrences of 
'deep' targets are not limited to the third dimension, and they can be seen as complex 
obscured mineralization systems barely detectable within a large amount of hyper-
dimensional geoscientific data. Therefore, advanced data mining methods are needed 
to extract useful information from large amount of data sets (Barnett and Williams, 
2006). Specifie strategies and methodologies are needed to decipher the 
interrelationship between different types of data, extracting mo del parameters from raw 
measurements and reconciling all the geoscientific patterns in an integrated modeling 
system. Responding to these challenges of integrating multidisciplinary information is 
the motivation of this Ph.D. research. 
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1.2 Problem statement 
Disseminated sulfide deposits are low- to medium-grade deposits in large tonnage 
related to felsic to intermediate porphyritic intrusions (Simmons et al., 2005; Pirajno, 
2009). They supply about 75%, 50%, and 20% of the world's Cu, Mo, and Au, 
respectively, as weil as almost 100% of its Re (Sillitoe, 2010). They are therefore 
important exploration targets for the mining industries. A typical disseminated sulfide 
system is the result of hydrothermal fluids activities during the cooling process of 
magma at convergent plate tectonic boundaries (Bliss, 1992, Sillitoe, 2010). Ali of 
these interactions result in significant geochemical alterations that are important 
signatures of the mineral deposit occurrences. Therefore, it is essential to have a robust 
image of the alteration zones as geochemical attributes ofmineralization systems. This 
is important not only in term of exploration goals (reducing the economie and 
environmental risk of explorations) but also on upcoming exploitations since the 
presence of certain geochemical alterations are likely to produce extremely acidic 
drainage water releasing in groundwater. 
As the depth of the average discovery increases, geophysics plays an increasingly 
important role in the exploration of new mineral deposits for severa! reasons. Most 
geophysical surveys cover relatively large areas in a short period before the drilling 
programs. This large coverage expands our field ofview to have a better understanding 
of regional geological features in connection with deposit sc ale footprints. Geophysical 
methods are mostly non-invasive and provide continuons information in space 
compared to punctual drilling and sampling methods. Compared to expensive and time-
consuming direct assessments, geophysical methods are fast and cost-effective. 
Different geophysical data provide different images of the subsurface based on the 
underlying physical property of rocks. Inverse mode ling of geophysical data results in 
physical property images of the subsurface. Each inverted physical property image 
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provides a specifie amount of information about particular geological features. 
Incorporating multiple inverted physical property images in interpretations could 
provide a way to add value to our wholesome geological understanding. For example, 
magnetic and radiometrie surveys are important methods for detection of magnetite 
and potassium radioelement in alteration zones (Dentith and Mudge, 2014). Electrical 
and Induced Polarization methods are sensitive to electrically conductive zones 
( conductive alterations as weil as Cu/ Au occurrences), and high levels of chargeability 
may indicate disseminated sulfide mineralization (Sumner, 1976; Dentith and Mudge, 
2014). 
Today, with increasing economie and environmental concerns on mineral deposit 
explorations, it is important to extract relevant geological features from geophysical 
images in an integrated methodology, in order to increase the depth of exploration. 
Researches in this Ph.D. thesis are therefore focused on the integrated interpretation of 
geophysical data targeting mineral deposits to provide a robust 3D image of the 
subsurface that reconciles observations. Multivariate statistics and artificial 
intelligence (AI) techniques are used in this study to explore the relationship between 
geophysical images and hidden geological features to construct a 3D geological mode! 
from geophysical data sets. 
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1.3 Geophysical 3D mode ling 
Simulation of a geophysical system consists of a well-posed set of equations that 
calculates the geophysical responses (Sc) on the Earth surface from 3D subsurface 
physical property (P1) distributions (forward mode ling): 
(I.l) 
Where f represents a forward problem operator in general case that simulates the target 
geophysical responses (signais), and c ~ 1, 2, 3, ... , p, which denotes the number of p 
data points. In this study, finite element method is used to calculate the geophysical 
responses. The imaging system approximates the physical properties (P1) through 
inverse modeling: 
(L2) 
Where F 1 is the inverse problem operator and Sd denotes the measured signais. The 
task of retrieving complete information about the earth mode! (mode! space) from a 
certain set of geophysical data (data space) is inversion. 
3D voxel inversion is used in this study to retrieve physical properties (P/) through 
discretization of the subsurface into rectangular cells in a 3D finite elementary mesh, 
where physical property values in each cell are estimated based on Equation I.l. In 
each iteration of inversion, a Gauss-Newton !east-squares optimization tries to reduce 
the gap between measured and calculated geophysical responses by modifying the 
mode! parameters (physical properties, Pi}. 
The inversion of potential field datais highly non-unique, which means the output of a 
magnetic inversion does not usually lead to a unique mode!, and many equivalent 
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models are producible that can be matched to the observations. Constrained inverse 
mode ling provides a way to eliminate the unreliable equivalent models to get the most 
reliable 3D models of subsurface (Fullagar et al., 2000; Wisen and Christiansen, 2005; 
Lelièvre, 2009; Lelièvre et al., 2009). The a priori knowledge for constraining 
inversions could come from different sources like borehole geological observations, 
petrophysical measurements, and justifications from interpretations of other 
geophysical methods. The latter is well-known as cooperative inversion. Cooperative 
inversion algorithms seek to reconcile two or multiple physical property models by 
incorporating the inversion output from one data set as a priori knowledge for another 
data set (Lines et al., 1988; Paasche and Tronicke, 2007). Another approach is joint 
inversion, where multiple data sets are inverted simultaneouslyto reconcile ali physical 
property models (Haber and Oldenburg, 1997; Doetsch et al., 2010; Chen and 
Hoversten, 2012; Gallardo et al., 2012; Haber and Gazit, 2013). 
In this study, a cooperative inversion of multiple geophysical datais used to image 3D 
physical property models to refine a consistent magnetic susceptibility mode! by 
information derived from inversion of direct current (DC) electrical resistivity and 
induced polarization (IP) data. We also explore the effect of the smoothness and 
sharpness of the imaging system on the output of interpretation. This gives us a 
valuable view about how the sharpness of the imaging system could influence the 
recovered geological features, i.e., to determine which parts of the spatial domain of 
the original geology are vulnerable to the geophysical imaging. We explore the two 
end-points of the imaging scenarios (sharp versus smooth) in DC/IP inversion as weil 
as magnetic inversion. We used a blocky inversion method for the inversion of 
electrical resistivity and chargeability data (Claerbout, 1973; Loke et al., 2003; Loke, 
2015), and an iterative reweighting inversion (Portniaguine and Zhdanov, 2002; 
Geosoft Inc., 2012) for mode ling the magnetic susceptibility. 
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1.4 Feature analysis 
No matter how accurate the geophysical data inversions are, each inverted physical 
property mode! is on! y sensitive to a limited number of geological features. Therefore, 
different parts of the subsurface geology can be reconstructed from varions physical 
property models. The key question is how we can put together the interpreted jigsaw 
puzzles inside a high-dimensional space to rebuild a relevant geological mode!. This 
has led us to the topics of feature extraction and feature selection in the treatment of 
large data sets. In other word, the fundamental problem in integrated geophysical 
interpretation is the proper geological understanding of multiple inverted physical 
property images, which demands high dimensional techniques for extraction of 
geological information from modeled physical property images. Severa! methods are 
available for feature extraction in the high dimensional space, and this can be seen as 
a dimensionality increase problem (Murtaugh et al., 2000). The problem is that the 
increased dimensionality due to feature extraction leads to an overload of information 
that creates difficulties for human visual interpretation as weil as machine learning 
optimization (Murtaugh et al., 2000). That is to say, latent patterns are !ost in high space 
as we go to higher dimensions. 
Spectral decomposing of geophysical images provide a way for feature extraction in 
the frequency domain (Sinha et al., 2005; Castagna and Sun, 2006). However, the 
underlying patterns inside the high dimensional images are just related to specifie 
frequencies, and sometimes most of the decomposed spectra are redundant. The 
question is that which frequency or frequency ranges are geologically relevant. This 
can be seen as a dimensionality reduction problem, in which one tries to extract the 
best representative components of high dimensional images to facilitate the visual 
interpretations and machine learning optimization. Feature subset selection (FSS) 
provides a powerful tool for intelligent dimensionality reduction and AI feature 
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learning (Liu and Motoda, 2012). FSS reduces the size of a large set of the input 
features to a new set of relatively small and representative input features that improve 
the accuracy of neural network prediction (Huang and Wang, 2006). Therefore, unlike 
conventional statistical dimensionality reduction methods that are blind source 
separation algorithms, there is a criterion for selection of the best features that can be 
expressed as optimization of the neural learning process, in the light of both neural 
weights and number of selected input features (Zhao and Liu, 2011 ). 
Within the frame of this Ph.D. study, we present a spectral ICA algorithm for 
dimensionality reduction as weil as separation ofhigh dimensional spectral overlapped 
features. We also propose a method that automatically selects the best representative 
spectral components based on multi-objective machine learning optimization. 
1. 5 Research outline 
In this study, a systemic approach is used to understand the whole process of 
interpretation that links the underlying geological features (litho! ogy and alteration) to 
physical properties and measured signais on the surface. The integrated interpretation 
is presented in three stages: 
• Integrated Modeling (Chapters II, III): responding to challenges related to 3D 
inverse modeling of multiple geophysical data and the interrelationship 
between physical properties and geological features; 
• Feature extraction (Chapters IV): higher order statistical algorithms are applied 
for geological source separation; 
• Spectral feature selection (Chapter V): a hybrid machine learning algorithm is 
provided for semi-automatic interpretation of multiple geophysical images. 
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Résumé 
Une inversion coopérative de données géophysiques multiples est utilisée pour 
l'imagerie 3D du gisement d'Au-Ag épithermal de Newton en Colombie-Britannique 
(Canada). Les données de résistivité électrique et de polarisation provoquée (PP) à 
courant continu (CC), et aéromagnétiques ont été inversées séparément pour récupérer 
des distributions de propriétés physiques 3D approximatives. Une inversion de vecteur 
d'aimantation (IV A) non contrainte a été utilisée pour modéliser la distribution 3D des 
vecteurs d'aimantation. Cependant, la profondeur des caractéristiques magnétiques 
dans le IV A était incertaine en raison de la non-spécificité inhérente de l'inversion non 
contrainte. Le modèle de résistivité à l'échelle du dépôt montre une zone modérément 
résistive avec une faible chargeabilité dans une large zone conductrice 1 chargeable 
NW -SE, confirmant l'hypothèse qu'une zone localisée de haute résistivité 1 faible 
chargeabilité est associée au processus de dévitrification et aux espaces poreux remplis 
de quartz, la zone riche en Au. Le succès de l'inversion PP 1 CC dans la localisation de 
cette zone riche en Au modérément résistive 1 faible chargeable a fourni une contrainte 
précieuse sur l'inversion magnétique sur l'échelle de dépôt, pour une meilleure 
localisation de la zone de faible susceptibilité associée à la minéralisation. Une 
inversion magnétique- PP 1 CC coopérative est utilisée pour affiner un modèle de 
susceptibilité géologiquement cohérent en incorporant des informations dérivées de 
l'inversion PP 1 CC. Nous avons remarqué que l'influence de l'inversion PP 1 CC sur 
l'inversion coopérative n'était pas uniforme sur le plan horizontal, ce qui nous a conduit 
à utiliser une pondération non uniforme de la contrainte de chargeabilité lors de 
l'inversion coopérative. La procédure a permis aux parties utiles de l'inversion PP 1 CC 
de participer à la reconstruction de la susceptibilité. Les évaluations à l'échelle du 
gisement montrent que le modèle de susceptibilité coopérative est compatible avec les 
informations géologiques et pétrophysiques antérieures. Le modèle magnétique 
récupéré montre une zone magnétique basse correspondant à des intrusions 
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porphyriques et des roches volcaniques felsiques (hôte d'Au) qui sont mises en place 
dans une large zone magnétique de forme ovale NW -SE liée à l'altération 
hydrothermale. 
Abstract 
A cooperative inversion of multiple geophysical data is used for 3D imaging of the 
Newton epithermal Au-Ag deposit in British Columbia (Canada). Aeromagnetic, direct 
current (DC) electrical resistivity and induced polarization (IP) data were separately 
inverted to recover approximate 3D physical property distributions. An unconstrained 
magnetization vector inversion (MVI) was used to mode! the 3D distribution of 
magnetization vectors. However, the depth of the magnetic features in the MVI was 
uncertain due to the inherent non-uniqueness of the unconstrained inversion. The 
deposit-scale resistivity mode! showed a moderately resistive zone with low 
chargeability inside a broad NW -SE conductive/chargeable zone, which confirmed the 
hypothesis that a localized high resistivity/low chargeability zone is associated with 
devitrification process and pore spaces filled with quartz in the Au-rich zone. The 
success of DC/IP inversion in the localization of this moderately resistive/low 
chargeable Au-rich zone provided a valuable constraint on the magnetic inversion on 
deposit scale, for better localization of the low susceptibility zone associated with Au 
mineralization. A cooperative magnetic-DC/IP inversion is used to refine a 
geologically consistent susceptibility mode! by incorporating information derived from 
DC/IP inversion. W e noticed that the influence of the DC/IP inversion on the 
cooperative inversion was not uniform on the horizontal plane, and this led us to use a 
non-uniform weighting of the chargeability constraint during the cooperative inversion. 
The procedure allowed the useful parts of the DC/IP inversion to participate in the 
reconstruction of the susceptibility mode!. Evaluations at the deposit sc ale show that 
the cooperative susceptibility mode! is compatible with prior geological and 
petrophysical information. The recovered magnetic mode! shows a low magnetic zone 
corresponds to porphyritic intrusions and felsic volcanic rocks (host of Au), which is 




Multidisciplinary geoscientific data integration enables interpreters to better 
understand and identify physical processes within the Earth. The integrated 
interpretations provide a framework for reconciling rock physical properties with 
geological observation and helps interpreters explore the 3D interrelationship between 
existing geological features and the imaged physical properties of rocks (Le lièvre et 
al., 2009; Moorkamp et al., 2016). 
Epithermal deposits precipitate by circulation of hydrothermal fluids and subsequent 
changes in their physicochemical conditions. The host rocks undergo varying degrees 
of overprints of hydrothermal alteration because the mineral assemblages in the wall 
rocks tend to geochemically re-equilibrate during the hydrothermal activity (Taylor, 
2007, Pirajno, 2009). Hydrothermal fluids during replacement processes concentrate 
precious and base metals in pore spaces and structurally controlled fracture zones 
(Sillitoe and Hedenquist, 2003; Sillitoe 20 15). 
Geophysical characteristics of several epithermal systems have been discussed in a 
handful of case studies (Allis, 1990; Irvine and Smith, 1990; Feebreyf et al., 1998; 
Murakarni, 2008; Morrell et al., 2011; Clark, 2014; Hübert et al., 2016; Legault et al., 
2016). Many of the intrusive complexes responsible for hydrothermal mineralization 
are to sorne extent magnetized in contrast to the country rocks (Clark, 2014). 
Nevertheless, in epithermal systems, destructive magnetite alteration could produce 
low magnetic anomalies accompanied by mineralization (Pirajno, 2009; Clark, 2014). 
Magnetic surveys can usually identify this mineralization signature exhibiting as 
localized magnetic-lows surrounded by high magnetic zones (Allis, 1990; Irvine and 
Smith, 1990; Murakarni, 2008; Morrell et al., 2011). 
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Electrical resistivity-highs in the epithermal systems (locally exceeding 1000 Ohm-rn) 
are reported being associated with silicification, compaction, and felsic to intermediate 
intrusions (Allis, 1990). Low resistivities from sulfidation (3-30 Ohm-rn; Allis, 1990), 
which are most favorable to hydrothermal exploration, are often mixed with resistivity-
lows of pore fluid and pervasive clay alteration (Nelson and Van Voorhis, 1983; Allis, 
1990; Irvine and Smith, 1990). Strong IP chargeabilities due to the hydrothermal 
alteration are typically associated with the presence of sulfidation (Sumner, 1976; Allis, 
1990). Nelson and Van Voorhis (1983) have shown that the polarization response in 
disseminated mineralization increases somewhat linearly with an elevation of sulfide 
contents up to 10 percent. 
Geophysical inverse modeling is a valuable tool in geophysical interpretation because 
it produces physical property models that are used for imaging geological features in 
3D (Oldenburg and Li, 1994; Li and Oldenburg, 1997, 2000; Loke et al., 2003; Le lièvre 
and Oldenburg, 2009; Loke, 2015). However, because of the inherent uncertainty of 
the geophysical inversion, the solution of the inverse problem may produce multiple 
3D physical property models that are equally valid when there is no prior information 
about the underground. One way to solve this non-uniqueness problem is constraining 
the mode! with prior information from geological setting, borehole records, and other 
geophysical models. The latter can be addressed through cooperative inversion, in 
which information from one geophysical data set are used in the inversion of another 
dataset (Oldenburg et al., 1997; McMillan and Oldenburg, 2014; Moorkamp et al., 
2016). Oldenburg et al. (1997) incorporated a cooperative strategyto constrain a DC/IP 
inversion with information from a standard susceptibility inversion from Mt. Milligan 
Cu-Au porphyry deposit. They followed the hypothesis of an anti-correlation between 
IP chargeabilities and magnetic susceptibilities and performed a cooperative DC/IP 
inversion with a proper weighting mode! that encourages the DC/IP inversion to place 
higher chargeabilities away from higher susceptibilities. 
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This study mms to characterize Newton epi thermal deposit by exploring the 
relationships between geological, petrophysical and multiple geophysical data-sets. A 
cooperative magnetic-DC/IP inversion is used to image 3D physical property 
distributions in the Newton area, to refine a consistent magnetic susceptibility model 
by information derived from DC/IP inversion. 
The Newton deposit consists of dissemination of Au and Ag as inclusions in pyrite with 
variable amounts of Cu mineralization. The deposit is located in central British 
Columbia, Canada and is classified as an intermediate sulfidation epithermal deposit 
(Pressacco, 2012; McClenaghan, 2013; Liu et al., 2015). Explorations in the area have 
been conducted since the 1970s and comprise geological and geochemical observations 
and geophysical measurements (Pressacco, 2012). The most recent study (Hübert et al., 
2016) has modeled regional electrical resistivity structure of the Newton deposit using 
magnetotelluric (MT) and airborne z-axis tipper electromagnetic (ZTEM) data. The 
area of hydrothermal mineralization exhibits a modest electrical response relative to 
the country rocks, mainly due to the presence of phyllosilicate minerals (seri cite) and 
min or disseminated sulfides (Hübert et al., 20 16). However, the ZTEM-MT 
resistivities do not possess the resolution of the deposit scale geological features 
(Hübert et al., 20 16). 
In this study, multiple geophysical data sets are inverted on larger scales to localize 
the physical properties of the Newton Au-rich zone. At prospect scale, each 
geophysical data set is inverted individually to produce separate physical property 
models in 3D. The prospect scale modeling covers an area of highly altered rocks 
encompassing the Newton deposit and is accompanied by MVI and DC/IP inversion 
that retrieve the 3D magnetization vectors, electrical resistivities and IP chargeabilities 
of the hydrothermal zone. The cooperative magnetic-DC/IP inversion is performed on 
a deposit scale and has produced consistent physical property models that are evaluated 
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by geological and petrophysical observations. We show that the cooperative inversion 
uncovers hidden geological features inside the retrieved physical property models, 
without incorporating any prior borehole geological constraint. 
2.2 Geological setting 
Newton Au-Ag deposit is a Late Cretaceous (72.1 ± 0.3 Ma; McClenaghan, 2013) 
epithermal deposit in association with arc magmatism in the accreted Stikinia terrane 
of western Canada, along with several significant porphyry and epithermal deposits 
(McMillan et al., 1995; Nelson and Colpron, 2007), such as Capoose epithermal Au 
deposit, Blackwater epithermal Au-Ag deposit and Prosperity porphyry Cu-Au deposit 
(Figure 2.1). 
* Capoose epithermal Au deposit * Newton epithermal Au-Ag deposit 
À Blackwater epithermal Au-Ag deposit e Prosperity porphyry Cu-Au deposit 
Figure 2.1 Several large porphyry and epithermal deposits located in Stikinia 
terrain (S T) in central British Columbia. Other terranes are: Alexander terrane (AX); 
Bridge River terrane (BR); Caribo terrane (CAC); Cache Creek terrane (CC); 
Cadwallader terrane (CD); Coast Complex terrane (CX); Harrison terrane (HA); 
Kootenay Terrane (KO); Monashee (MO); Cratonal North America terrane (NA); 
Nisling terrane (NI); Post Accretionary Plutons (PAP); Quesnellia terrane (QN); 
Shuksan terrane (SH); Slide Mountain Terrane (SM); Wrangellia (WR). Modified from 
Massey et al. (2005). 
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Regionally, the Late Cretaceous volcanic sequence is overlain by Miocene-Pliocene 
Chilcotin Group flood basalts, and Quaternary glacial deposits, which are variably 
eroded to expose the older rocks. In deposit scale, quaternary glacial tills cover most 
of the Newton property. Consequently, deposit scale geological information has 
primarily been obtained from borehole samples (Pressacco, 2012). A bedrock geology 
map of the property is compiled from the mapping of limited outcrops, drill cores and 
cross-section interpretations (Figure 2.2). Three layered volcano-sedimentary 
sequences overlain on each other from bottom to top are mafic volcanic rocks, 
sedimentary rocks and felsic volcanic rocks (72.1±0.6 Ma; McClenaghan, 2013). The 
layered rocks are intruded by felsic to intermediate porphyritic intrusions, including 
the monzonite (72.1±0.3 Ma; McClenaghan, 2013), quartz feldspar porphyry (QFP; 
70.9±0.5 Ma; McClenaghan, 2013), feldspar biotite porphyry (FBP) and the younger 
dioritic intrusion (69.3±0.4 Ma; Liu et al., 2015). 
Amarc Resources Ltd. acquired the property in 2009 and defined an estimated inferred 
mineral resource of 111.5 Mt with an average grade of0.44 g/t Au (cut-offat 0.25 g/t 
Au; Pressacco 2012). The epithermal mineralization associated with the Newton 
deposit is at a depth of ~50 rn to ~600 m. Au-Ag mineralization is characterized by 
quartz-sericite alteration, containing disseminated pyrite with Au inclusions in coeval 
porphyritic intrusive rocks. Au-Ag mineralization is associated with disseminated 
pyrite, marcasite, and base metal sulfides, and is mainly hosted within the felsic 
volcanic sequence (McClenaghan, 2013; Liu et al., 2015). The deposit is offset by the 
Newton Hill Fault (NHF), which displaces the geology and mineralization by ~300 rn 
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Figure 2.2 Bedrock geology map at the deposit scale. Colored dots indicate 
drillhole locations with various totallengths (Pres sacco, 20 12; McClenaghan, 2013). 
The light gray parts are undefined regions due to the lack of borehole information in 
the periphery of the deposit. Contours indicate topography. 
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2.3 Physical properties 
More than 9000 magnetic susceptibility readings are measured from core samples from 
80 drill holes in the Newton Hill area. Measurements are done using KT-10 S/C meter 
of Terraplus h1c. and are supported by additional data provided by Amarc Resources 
Ltd. The retrieved statistics of magnetic susceptibilities of different lithologies are 
shown as a box plot in Figure 2.3. Felsic volcanic rocks (FVR) and porphyritic 
intrusions (QFP and M) show lowest magnetic susceptibilities (in average less than 
0.0002 SI), and sedimentary rocks (SR) are slightly more magnetic (average 0.0005 
SI). The high an1plitude susceptibility anomal y (more than 0.01 SI in average) is likely 
due to a blend of mafic volcanic rocks (MVR) with propylitic alteration and the later 
developed dioritic intrusion (D). Figure 2.4 shows horizontal slices from the borehole 
3D models of susceptibilities and Au concentrations. 
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Figure 2.3 Boxplot demonstration of measured magnetic susceptibilities of 
different lithologies from the Newton deposit. Susceptibility axis is logarithmic. The 
lithologies with average susceptibility values are: monzonite (M, 0.00012 SI); quartz 
feldspar porphyry (QFP, 0.00012 SI); felsic volcanic rocks (FVR, 0.00017); 
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Figure 2.4 3D borehole models. (a) Borehole susceptibility modeL (b) Au 
concentration model (b ). Both mo dels are sliced horizontally at the elevation of 1000 
m. Bedrock geology is overlaid on both models. Black dots indicate the location of 
boreholes. 
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There is a correlation between high concentrations of Au and low susceptibilities of the 
felsic volcanic rocks. The susceptibility of mafic volcanic rocks is amplified due to the 
precipitation of magnetite-bearing propylitic alteration. In the Au-rich zone, 
susceptibility-low of the felsic volcanic rocks also becomes weaker due to the further 
destructive magnetite alteration during the epithermal process. Therefore, the 
epi thermal alteration assemblages increase the susceptibility contrasts of rocks that can 
be imaged as sharp changes between two principal zones: 
1. The high susceptibilities of the mafic volcanic rocks with propylitic 
assemblage ( chlorite-epidote-pyrite-calcite-albite-magnetite ), and the later 
dioritic intrusion in the northwest of Newton Hill. 
2. The low susceptibilities of the felsic volcanic rocks with quartz-sericite 
alteration assemblage and Au enrichments. 
The sericitic alteration associated with Au-Ag mineralization suggests the source 
magmatic fluids of mineralization were slightly acidic and likely caused devitrification 
of minerais, resulting in the formation of additional pore space for subsequent 
precipitation ofsericite and quartz in the zone ofmineralization (McClenaghan, 2013). 
Since the silicified zone accompanied by mineralization is resistant to weathering 
(McClenaghan, 2013); the pick of the topography over Newton Hill is an indirect sign 
of the devitrification. Devitrification (McClenaghan, 2013) can also be accompanied 
by a local reduction of chargeability and an elevation of resistivity near the 
mineralization zone, as weil as the low susceptibilities of the destructive magnetite 
alteration linked to the epithermal mineralization. We test this hypothesis in the 
interpretation of mode led physical properties. 
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2.4 Geophysical data 
Geotech Ltd. has acquired the aeromagnetic data as a part of the combined magnetic 
and ZTEM survey, from January to February 2010 on behalf of Amarc Resources Ltd 
(Geotech Ltd., 2010). The ZTEM data-sets are described in Hübert et al. (2016). Total 
magnetic field data were measured from a helicopter flown at a mean height of 155 rn 
above ground. This allowed for a ZTEM sensor terrain clearance of 81 rn and a 
magnetic sensor clearance of98 rn (Geotech Ltd., 2010). The data were collected along 
N-S flight lines at 200 rn spacing and E-W tie lines flown every ~2000 rn to 500 rn 
(tighter spacing near the deposit). A total of 7071 line-km of data were collected and 
cover a 1293 km2 area. The magnetometer sarnpling rate was 0.1 second and depending 
on the speed of the helicopter results in approximately 10 rn measurement intervals 
along each profile. The magnetic anomalies are displayed in Figure 2.5. 
A DC/IP survey of 85 line-km over Newton Hill area, using the pole-dipole electrode 
configuration was conducted in 2010 (Pressacco, 2012). The survey lines were spaced 
at 200 rn intervals in E-W directions within the zone of hydrothermal alteration. The 
unit electrode spacing (di pole length) was set to 100 rn and 200 rn, with maximum eight 
times di polar separations. The apparent chargeabilities were measured by recording the 
decaying voltage after the current eut-off in millivolt per volt (rn V IV). The measured 
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Figure 2.5 Magnetic data-sets. (a) Total magnetic field intensities on a regional 
scale. Data are draped on a shaded relief digital elevation model of the region. (b) Total 
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Figure 2.6 DC/IP data-set. Plan maps are showing the locations of DC/IP 
electrodes covering the halo of hydrothem1al alteration over the Newton area. (a) 
Measured apparent resistivities. (b) Measured apparent chargeabilities. Data are shown 
for the di polar length of 100 m and di polar separation of n = 4. 
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2.5 3D Magnetization vector inversion 
The fundamental assumption in a conventional magnetic susceptibility inversion (Li 
1 
and Oldenburg, 1997) supposes that the remanent magnetization vector ( J Rem ) is 
negligible within rocks and the total magnetization cornes exclusive! y from the earth's 
1 
magnetic induction within rocks. In this case, the total magnetization vector Uraœ) is 
1 
equal to the inductive magnetization vector ( JI"d) and is parallel to the earth's magnetic 
~ 
field vector ( H 0 ) direction. Therefore, the estimation of magnetic susceptibility (x) 
of rocks gets simplified to a scalar form that can be rewritten as a function of (Lelièvre 
and Oldenburg, 2009): 
(ILl) 
However, the existence of remanent magnetization (usually in different directions than 
the present-day earth's magnetic field) may result in distorted total magnetization 
1 
depending on the spatial relationship of the inductive magnetization vector (JI"d) and 
1 
a remanent magnetization vector (J Rem) (Le lièvre and Oldenburg, 2009; Ellis et al., 
2012). Therefore, the total magnetization vector is expressed as (Lelièvre and 
Oldenburg, 2009): 
1 1 1 
J Total = Jind +J Rem (II.2) 
We used magnetization vector inversion (MVI; Le lièvre and Oldenburg, 2009; Ellis et 
al., 2012) to extract a 3D mode! of the total susceptibility distribution in the Newton 
area. The cell dimensions of the MVI mode! are 110 rn (in X-direction), 80 rn (in Y-
direction) and 20 rn (in Z-direction)that comprise total112896 cells, covering a surface 
of 5660 rn by 3780 rn and down to ~2000 rn of depth in the deposit scale. 
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The MVI algorithm introduces both the amplitude and the magnetization vector 
direction as separate unknowns in a Tikhonov minimum gradient regularization 
(Le lièvre and Oldenburg, 2009; Ellis et al., 2012). The ratio of the amplitude of the 
inverted total magnetization vector, normalized by the Earth's geomagnetic field, yields 
the total susceptibility (Le lièvre and Oldenburg, 2009): 
(II.3) 
An Iterative Reweighting Inversion (IRI) method is also used in parallel to the MVI 
mode ling in this study (Portniaguine and Zhdanov, 2002; Geosoft Inc., 20 12). IRI takes 
the first iteration susceptibility (or magnetization vector) and uses it as an iterative 
reweighting constraint when running a new inversion. This process is iterated until a 
satisfactory mode! is achieved (Geosoft Inc., 2012). IRI tends to recover sharp 
magnetic variations, and its results are equivalent to Robust or Blocky Inversion in 
inverse modeling of DC/IP data (Claerbout, 1973; Loke et al., 2003). 
The preliminary MVI results are shown in Figure 2. 7 for different rounds of 
reweighting. The recovered susceptibility mode! is converged to a stable solution at the 
fourth iteration (IRI4 in Figure 2.7d). As can be seen, the igneous rocks in the west of 
the NHF correspond to relative! y high susceptibilities with NW -SE trend and an inn er 
low susceptibility zone associated with mineralization. However, the low susceptibility 
zone is not localized as it was expected from prior geological and petrophysical 
information (Figure 2.4). This remark motivated us to establish a cooperative method 
to constrain the magnetic inversion with 3D DC/IP inversion results for more efficient 
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Figure 2.7 MVI models sliced at the elevation of lOOOm. (a) First sharpening 
round. (b) Second sharpening round. (c) Third sharpening round. (d) Fourth sharpening 
round. Outline of Au mineralization is shown in the white contour. Bedrock geology is 
overlaid on all slices. 
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2.6 3D DC/IP inversion 
A 3D DC/IP inversion algorithm is employed using a robust inversion method (Loke, 
2015) that produces sharp resistivity and chargeability images. In the forward 
calculation subroutine of the inversion pro gram, the unit electrode spacing in X and Y 
directions is set to 100 rn and 200 rn, respectively. Mode! ce lis are set to increase 
exponentially with depth in 20 intervals. Electrodes were distributed on a 50 rn by 100 
rn horizontal plane, and the mode! mesh consists of 72000 trapezoidal ce lis. 
Inversion of DC/IP data considers the IP chargeability mode! as a small perturbation 
of the reference electrical conductivity mode! (Oldenburg and Li, 1994; Li and 
Oldenburg, 2000). Normalized chargeability (OS m S1) tends to decrease the reference 
conductivity ( CJ De) in the mode led IP phenomenon and produces a perturbed subsurface 
conductivity ( CJ1p) in the function of (Oldenburg and Li, 1994): 
(II.4) 
The pro gram calculates the forward potential responses of two conductivity models ( 
CJ De & CJ1p) separately. In the presence of sharp resistivity changes, improved initial 
CJ De & CJIP models can be obtained by using an approximate inverse mappmg 
(Oldenburg and Ellis, 1991). The forward mode ling of CJ De gives the apparent 
conductivity values ( CJ, ), and the mode led potentials ( rp) can th en be used to calculate 
the apparent chargeabilities based on (Oldenburg and Li, 1994): 
(ILS) 
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In each iteration, an Incomplete Gauss-Newton !east-squares optimization tries to 
re duce the gap between measured and calculated properties ( O", and m,) by changing 
the 0" De and 0"1p values. When the calculation reaches its threshold, the modeled 
resistivities and chargeabilities are determined by p ~ 1 1 0" De and rn~ 100[1- ( cr1p1 
0" De)], respectively. 
The robust inversion (Loke et al., 2003), which uses an extension of z2-norm and 11-
norm inversions, incorporates two eut-off factors in the DC/IP inversion: A data 
constraint eut-off factor ( 0 < k1 < 1 ), and a mode! constraint eut-off factor ( 0 < k2 < 1 ). 
Large eut-off factors result in smooth physical property models equivalent to z2-norm 
results. The robust DC/IP inversion is controlled by different eut-off factors to see 
which output is more consistent with our prior knowledge of the region. Getting too 
close to the 12 -norm criteria (larger eut-off factors) increased the misfit error. Closer to 
11-norm (smaller eut-off factors) produced too sharp boundaries not consistent with 
magnetic inversion and prior geological information. The most geologically consistent 
results obtained with Js. ~ 0.05 and k2 ~ 0.01. The k1 ~ 0.05 value means the effect of 
noisy data points (where the difference between the measured and calculated apparent 
physical properties are greater than five percent) are great! y reduced. The k2 ~ 0.01 
value means the effect of calculated data points (where the difference between the 
measured and calculated apparent physical properties are greater than one percent) are 
significantly reduced. This helped us to better localize the sharp physical property 
contrasts. The results of the preliminary 3D inversion of DC/IP data are illustrated in 
Figure 2.8 on the prospect scale. As can be seen in Figure 2.8a, the low resistivity zone 
with a NW -SE trend is probably related to the low resistive phyllosilicates and sulfide 
concentrations of the epithermal system that is confined by a high resistivity periphery. 
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Figure 2.8 Preliminary inversion of DC/IP data over the Newton deposit. (a) 
Resistivity model sliced at elevation 1000 m. (b) Chargeability model sliced at 
elevation 1000 m. Outline of Au mineralization is shown in the white contour. Bedrock 
geology is overlaid on both slices. 
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The chargeability high zone (more than 50 rn V/V in Fignre 2.8b) coincides with low 
resistivity zone (Jess than 50 Ohm-rn in Figure 2.8a). This physical property structure 
indicates 2-7% disseminated sulfide concentrations in the area of hydrothermal 
alteration, including pyrite, marcasite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and arsenopyrite. 
2.7 3D cooperative inversion ofmagnetic and DC/IP data 
Before running the cooperative inversion, we needed to determine the existence of any 
correlation between the IP chargeability and the magnetic susceptibility models. We 
observed a link between the chargeabilities and susceptibilities by direct comparison 
of a deposit-scale DC/IP inversion results to the susceptibility of borehole samples. 
This physical property coup ling led us to use DC/IP inversion results to constrain the 
magnetic susceptibility mode!. DC/IP inversion was carried out on deposit scale 
(boreholes range). The total number of cells in the forward DC/IP calculations is 
288000, and each ce li has a 25 rn by 50 rn size in the horizontal plane. Mode! ce lis are 
also set to increase exponentially with depth in 20 intervals down to 600m of depths. 
The deposit scale DC/IP inversion results are shown in Figure 2.9. The recovered 
electrical resistivity mode! shows a moderately high resistive zone inside a NW -SE 
conductive zone. As it was predicted, the location of this localized high resistivity 1 iow 
chargeability zone is associated with devitrification process and pore spaces filled with 
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Figure 2.9 Deposit scale DCIIP inversion sliced at the elevation of 1000 m. (a) 
Electrical resistivity madel (contours indic a te topography ). (b) IP chargeability model 
compared to the borehole magnetic-highs (black contour). Outline of Au mineralization 
is shawn in the white contour. 
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The results also show an anticorrelation between the Au concentrations and rnagnetic 
susceptibilities of borehole sarnples (Figures 2.4 and 2. lOa). However, a positive 
correlation is also observed between the recovered chargeabilities and the 
susceptibilities rneasured on borehole samples (Fig 2.1 Ob). 
a) 
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Figure 2.10 Susceptibilities of rock sarnples versus inverted chargeabilities and Au 
concentrations. (a) Anticorrelation between the susceptibilities and Au concentrations. 
(b) Correlation between the ch argeabilities and susceptibilities. Low 
susceptibility/chargeability porphyritic intrusions (FIP) and felsic volcanic rocks 
(FVR) are divided from high susceptibility/chargeability rnafic volcanic rocks (MVR) 
and dioritic intrusions (D). CC indicates correlation coefficient. 
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Based on the XIP mode! we calculated its forward magnetic response and compared it 
to the forward magnetic responses of the borehole samples ( XBH) and susceptibilities 
of MVI ( XMVI ). The forward calculations provide an indirect way to explore the link 
between the physical properties. The calculated results (Figure 2.11) support an 
existent underlying relationship between the IP chargeabilities and magnetic 
susceptibilities. The IP-driven magnetic response after reduction to pole ( RT~P in 
Figure 2.11a) shows a NW-SE structure, very similar to the observed magnetic field 
after reduction to pole (col or map in Figure 2.11 b ). The contours in Figure 2.11 b also 
represents forward response of the MVI. The magnetic field calculated from borehole 
susceptibility values (in Figure 2.11c) also shows a similar NW -SE pattern. 
The cooperative magnetic-DC/IP inversion strategy is presented schematically m 
Figure 2.12. In the first stage, DC/IP and magnetic total field intensity (TFI) data are 
inverted separately to obtain a 3D chargeability mode! in the form of a scalar voxel 
(m), and a magnetization vector voxel that is the output of an unconstrained MVI (after 
four IRI). Then, an IP-driven susceptibility voxel ( X1p) is prepared by scaling the IP 
values from zero to 0.1 SI. In parallel, a total susceptibility voxel ( Xrotal) is also 
calculated from the magnetization vector voxel (Equation II.3). 
The surface magnetic field responses ofthese 3D susceptibility models are calculated 
through conventional 3D forward mode ling. After reduction to pole ( RTP) filtering, 
the two magnetic field responses ( RTPIP and RTP MVI) are compared to each other. 
This comparison aims to determine how much information could come from DC/IP 
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Figure 2.11 Indirect evidence of a link between the underlying physical properties 
of rocks. (a) Forward magnetic response of the IP-driven susceptibility model. (b) 
F orward magnetic response of the MVI susceptibility mo del (contours) overlaid on the 
observed residual magnetic field. (c) Forward magnetic response of the borehole 
susceptibility model. All magnetic field responses are reduced to the magnetic pole for 
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Figure 2.12 Cooperative magnetic-DC/IP inversion workflow. 
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The output of this comparison is a weight mode! that in conjunction with a reference 
mode! (IP-driven susceptibility, X1p ), prepare a cooperative constraint on the 
susceptibility inversion of the RTP MVI data. 
In regions with similar RTPIP and RTPMVI responses (Figures 2.lla and 2.llb), the 
DC/IP inversion has more contribution in the cooperative inversion. We used a 
similarity measure based on the multiplication of the standardized magnetic responses 
of the DC/IP chargeabilities ( STDIP ) and MVI susceptibilities ( STDMVI ). 
Standardization rescales the 2D R TP images to have a mean of zero and a standard 
deviation of one. When STDIP is multiplied by the STDMVI, the result (the inner 
product) intensify the similar field responses and weakens the dissimilar field 
responses. The resulting 2D grid values are then normalized from zero to one and are 
multiplied by a 3D unit voxel of the same size of the inversion project to create a 3D 
weight mode!. 
We then apply the weight mode! and the reference mode! to constrain the inversion of 
the magnetic response of the MVI ( STDMVI ). To avoid the inversion tends too much 
toward the IP-driven susceptibility or MVI models, two scenarios are tested in the 
cooperative inversion: 
1) Cooperative magnetic-DC/IP inversion with uniform weight mode!: 
In this case, we merely assume the influence of the IP-driven mode! on the cooperative 
inversion is even! y distributed in X and Y directions. In each inversion implementation, 
a constant global weight ( 0 < w < 1 ), determines the balance of information flow from 
the DC/IP inversion to the cooperative inversion. When w = 1, the IP-driven mode! and 
the resulting cooperative susceptibility mode! ( Xcwp) are equivalent, and when w = 0, 
the influence of DC/IP inversion is zero, and the cooperative inversion is equivalent to 
37 
an unconstrained inversion. We seek an optimum global weight ( w ) that results in a 
reasonable trade-off between the IP-driven reference model and RT~,ff/l . 
2) Cooperative magnetic-DC/IP inversion with non-unifonn weight model: 
In this case, we consider that the influence of the IP-driven model on the cooperative 
inversion is not evenly distributed in X and Y directions. The weigh model is shown in 
Figure 2.13 as a horizontal slice. 
The regions with higher weights (red) indicate that the underlying DC/IP chargeability 
distributions in those regions produce similar magnetic field responses ( RT~P ) 
compared to the magnetic field responses of the MVI susceptibilities ( RT~,ff/l ). 
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Figure 2.13 A horizontal slice of the calculated weight model. 
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Therefore, in regwns with higher weights, we expect more reliable susceptibility 
reconstruction by the cooperative inversion. Smaller weights (blue colors in Figure 
2.13) reduce the cooperation of the DC/IP chargeabilities on the susceptibility 
reconstruction, and inversion is forced to estimate the susceptibility distribution from 
the calculated surface magnetic anomalies. Ag ain, a constant global weight (0 < w <1 ), 
determines the balance of information flow from the non-uniformly weighted DC/IP 
inversion or the RTF MVI to the cooperative inversion. When global weight ( w) is 
close to zero, the influence of DC/IP results are reduced, and the non-uniform 
cooperative inversion is equivalent to an unconstrained MVI inversion. 
Compared to the unconstrained inversion results (Figure 2. 7), introducing a uniformly 
distributed DC/IP chargeability constraint resulted in an acceptable estimation of the 
high magnetic mafic volcanic rocks and dioritic intrusions (Figures 2.14a, 2.14b, and 
2.14c ). However, the low susceptibilities, associated with Au-rich zone are partially 
imaged and disappear by reducing the global weight to w = 0.001 (Figure 2.14c). 
The non-uniform weighting resulted in better localization of the low magnetic Au-rich 
zone as it was observed in the borehole susceptibility mode!. The felsic volcanic rocks 
and porphyritic intrusions at the center of deposit show low susceptibilities that are 
surrounded by a ring of high magnetic mafic volcanic rocks. The diorite intrusion is 
also imaged as a large magnetic-high in the northwest. The best results carne from 
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Figure 2.14 Cooperative inversion results with different weighting scenarios. (a, b 
and c) Cooperative susceptibilities with unifonn weighting. ( d, e and f) Cooperative 
susceptibilities with non-unifonn weighting. The global weight ( w) is reduced from 
0.1 to 0.001 in each scenario. Outline of Au mineralization is shown in the white 
contour. Bedrock geology is overlaid on both slices. 
The unconstrained and cooperative susceptibility results are evaluated by measured 
susceptibilities of borehole samples in Figure 2.15. The cooperative inversion resulted 
in a much better estimation of susceptibility distribution. The correlation between 
modeled and borehole susceptibility values is increased from 0.125 in the 
unconstrained MVI to 0.525 in the cooperative inversion. 
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Figure 2.15 Evaluation of inverted susceptibilities. (a) Unconstrained MVI 
susceptibilities versus borehole susceptibilities. (b) Susceptibility mode! from non-
uniform cooperative inversion ( w = 0.01 ) versus borehole susceptibilities. CC 
indicates correlation coefficient. 
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Figure 2.16 presents a 3D view of the non-uniform cooperative inversion result for 
w = 0.01. The high magnetic anomaly (wireframed) is related to a larger zone of the 
hydrothermal alteration mostly associated with mafic volcanic rocks with overprints of 
propylitic alteration and later developed dioritic intrusions. The confined low magnetic 
zone within the high magnetic zone is related to the felsic volcanic rocks and 
porphyritic intrusions and destructive magnetite 1 quartz-sericitic alteration (host of 
Au). 
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Figure 2.16 The 3D view of cooperative inversion results. The red wireframe indicates 
the high magnetic zone which confines a low magnetic mineralized zone within itself. 
The NHF cross-cuts the eastern portion of the low magnetic zone. 
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2.8 Conclusion 
Magnetization vector inversion is used to re co ver the vector properties of rocks' 
magnetizations rather than the scalar susceptibility distributions. Utilization of sharp 
inversion methods in both MVI and DC/IP inversions also recovered the high-contrast 
variations of the subsurface physical properties. The tuning of the sharpness by 
modifying the reweighting in MVI, and the trade-offbetween the 11-norm and z2-norm 
in DC/IP modeling implies the importance of inversion parametrization in the re co very 
of consistent physical property models. The modeled physical properties on the 
prospect scale showed a hydrothermal structure with a NW -SE trending low resistivity 
and high chargeability/susceptibility zone. 
On deposit scale, the recovered resistivity mode! showed a moderately resistive zone 
inside the NW -SE conductive zone with low chargeabilities, and this confirmed the 
hypothesis that a localized high resistivity 1 iow chargeability zone is associated with 
devitrification process and pore spaces filled with quartz in the Au-rich zone. The 
accuracy ofDC/IP inversion in the localization of this Au-rich zone provided a valuable 
constraint on the magnetic inversion on the deposit scale, for better localization of the 
low susceptibility zone associated with mineralization. 
The interrelationship between physical properties made it possible to run cooperative 
inversion of multiple data sets. The chargeability results in this study were used to 
constrain the magnetic mverswn. The recovered cooperative susceptibilities 
successfully located the magnetite destructive zone associated with the Au 
enrichments. The value of this methodology is that it does not necessarily need any 
prior information for physical property coupling. The coup ling between susceptibilities 
and chargeabilities (or any other types of physical properties) can be tested through 
calculation of forward responses of them. We emphasize that the way we incorporate 
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the cooperative constraint has crucial importance to the final reconstruction of the 
cooperative physical property. The fact that the influence of the DC/IP inversion on the 
cooperative inversion was not even! y distributed in X and Y directions led us to recover 
a more consistent susceptibility image through non-uniform weighting of the 
chargeability constraint. Places with more similarities between the magnetic responses 
of IP and MVI were forced to get susceptibility information from DC/IP inversion 
rather than MVI forward response. The procedure allowed the use fu! parts of the DC/IP 
inversion to participate in the reconstruction of the cooperative susceptibility. This 
methodology is potentially reproducible in cooperative inversion between other 
geophysical methods with slight modifications. The value of this procedure is that the 
entire spatial domain of incorporated physical properties does not need to have perfect 
coup ling. The non-uniform weighting process will let the useful parts of each physical 
property mode! to participate in the reconstruction of the other physical property mode!. 
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Résumé 
Le gisement Newton Au-Ag est un système épithermal de sulfuration intermédiaire en 
Colombie-Britannique (Canada). Les données géophysiques multiples sont interprétées 
et évaluées par des observations pétrophysiques, géochimiques et géologiques de 
forage afin d'améliorer notre compréhension du système épithermal de Newton en 
termes de signatures géophysiques. Les jeux de données de rayons y aéroportés ont 
montré des comptes d'émission élevés de K, eTh et eU sur le dépôt de Newton, en 
raison de l'altération hydrothermale. Les mesures de rayons y de forage montrent 
également des concentrations élevées de potassium liées aux phyllosilicates riches en 
K sous la forme d'assemblages d'altération argileux et de quartz-séricite. L'inversion de 
vecteur d'aimantation (IV A) est utilisée pour récupérer un modèle de vecteur 
d'aimantation 3D non contrainte du système sur des échelles régionales et de dépôts. 
Le IV A régional a découvert une zone magnétique basse concentrique profonde qui 
peut être interprétée comme un système porphyrique sous-jacent sous le dépôt 
épithermal. À l'échelle du dépôt, l'inversion de résistivité PP 1 CC et la IV A non 
contrainte ont révélé plus de détails sur le système épithermal. L'inversion de résistivité 
magnétique PP 1 CC coopérative à l'échelle du dépôt a contraint le modèle de 
susceptibilité magnétique à récupérer une image de susceptibilité plus précise du 
système épithermal qui est bien adaptée à la géologie du forage. L'interprétation 
intégrée a identifié quatre domaines pétrophysiques basés sur les trois propriétés 
physiques inversées en coopération, y compris la résistivité électrique, la chargeabilité 
PP et la susceptibilité magnétique. 
Abstract 
Newton Au-Ag deposit is an intermediate sulfidation epithermal system in British 
Columbia, Canada. Multiple geophysical data are interpreted and evaluated by drillcore 
petrophysical, geochemical and geological observations to increase our understanding 
of the Newton epithermal system in terms of its geophysical signatures. Airborne y-ray 
datasets showed elevated emission counts ofK, eTh, and eU overthe Newton deposit 
due to hydrothermal alteration. Drill core y-ray measurements also show high potassium 
concentrations related to the K-rich phyllosilicates in the form of argillic and quartz-
sericite alteration assemblages. Magnetization vector inversion (MVI) is used to 
recover an unconstrained 3D magnetization vector mode! of the system on regional and 
deposit scales. The regional MVI has uncovered a deep concentric low magnetic zone 
that can be interpreted as an underlying porphyry system beneath the epithermal 
deposit. At deposit scale, 3D IP (induced polarization)-DC resistivity inversion and 
unconstrained MVI revealed more details of the epithermal system. Cooperative 
magnetic-IP-DC resistivity inversion at deposit scale constrained the magnetic 
susceptibility mode! and recovered a more precise susceptibility image of the 
epithermal system that is well-matched with borehole geology. The integrated 
interpretation identified four petrophysical domains based on the three cooperatively 




Shallow (< 1.5 km) hydrothermal deposits formed at depths below boiling hot springs 
(< 300 °C) are conunonly referred to as epithermal deposits (Simmons et al., 2005; 
Pirajno, 2009). The Newton epithermal system consists of hydrothermal 
disseminations of Au and Ag as inclusions in pyrite with variable amounts of Cu 
mineralization in British Columbia, Canada (Figure 3.1 ). Based on sulfidation states, 
the Newton epithermal deposit is characterized as an intermediate sulfidation type in 
which sulfur and oxygen fugacities are gradational between low sulfidation and high 
sulfidation regime (Pressacco, 2012; McClenaghan, 2013). The epithermal system is 
hidden within a very complex geological context covered under quaternary sediments 
and vegetations. In this study, we present a 3D integrated geophysical model of the 
Newton epithermal deposit that reconciles all geophysical, petrophysical and 
geological observations from regional to deposit scales. 
Similar epithermal types of mineralization around the world are commonly 
accompanied either by (1) quartz veins, or (2) disseminated sulfides, which cause 
significant contrasts in physical properties between the mineralization and the 
background rocks (Allis, 1990; Irvine and Smith, 1990; Feebreyf et al., 1998; 
Murakarni, 2008; Morrell et al., 2011; Clark, 2014; Hübert et al., 2016; Legault et al., 
2016). Relatively cool C02-bearing hydrothermal fluids in epithermal systems usually 
destroymagnetite and cause demagnetization anomalies (Allis, 1990; Murakarni, 2008; 
Clark, 2014). The late-stage volcanic flows after the epithermal mineralization may 
obscure the deeper demagnetization zones (Allis, 1990), and in sorne cases, like on 
Olkaria system in the rift valleys of Kenya, the demagnetization is extending to 4 km 
depth (Allis, 1990). Electrical resistivity-highs (locally exceeding 1000 Ohm-rn) are 
associated with silicification, compaction, and intermediate-to-felsic intrusions (Allis, 
1990). Low resistivities, from sulfidation, which are most favorable to hydrothermal 
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exploration, are often mixed with resistivity-lows of pore fluid and pervasive clay 
alteration (Allis, 1990). Strong IP chargeabilities due to hydrothermal alteration are 
typically associated with the presence of disseminated sulfidation (Sumner, 1976). 
Alteration haloes over epithermal Au-Ag deposits are also detected through y-ray 
surveys by Irvine and Smith (1990); Feebrey et al. (1998) and Morrell et al., (2011). 
Radiometrie data from the Waihi-Waitekauri epithermal Au-Ag deposit in New 
Zealand shows widespread potassium enrichment related to K-rich phyllosilicates in 
the core of the epithermal alteration zones (Morrell et al., 2011). 
Explorations in the Newton area have been conducted since the 1970s and comprise 
geological and geochemical observations and geophysical measurements (Pressacco, 
2012). The most recent study (Hübert et al., 2016) has modeled regional electrical 
resistivity structure of the Newton deposit using magnetotelluric (MT) and airborne z-
axis tipper electromagnetic (ZTEM) data. The area of hydrothermal mineralization 
exhibits a modest electrical response relative to the country rocks, mainly due to the 
presence ofphyllosilicate minerais (sericite) and minor epithermal sulfides (Hübert et 
al., 2016). However, the ZTEM-MT resistivities do not possess the resolution of the 
deposit scale electrical features. A cooperative inversion method is also introduced 
earlier by Abbassi et al. (20 18a), to pro duce an enhanced magnetic susceptibility mode! 
which is proved to be compatible with the known deposit scale geological information 
(Abbassi et al., 2018a). 
In this study, results of multiple geophysical measurements and inversions are 
presented in two subsequent scales over the Newton deposit to increase the 
understanding of the epithermal system. Our objective was to cover the 3D volume of 
the hydrothermal system from near surface to 5 km depth and to integrate ali available 
geophysical, petrophysical and geological information in a multi-layer/multi-scale 3D 
integrated interpretation. 
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3.2 Geological setting 
3.2.1 Regional geology 
Radiometrie dating of molybdenite within the Newton epithennal Au-Ag deposit 
yielded a Late Cretaceous age of 72.1 ± 0.3 Ma (McClenaghan, 2013) in association 
with arc magmatism in the accreted Stikinia terrane of western Canada (Figure 3.1). 
Amarc Resources Ltd. acquired the property in 2009, and after an extensive drilling 
campaign defined an estimated inferred mineral re source of 111.5 Mt with an average 
grade of 0.44 g/t Au (eut-off at 0.25 g/t Au; Pressacco 2012). 
* Capoose epithermal Au deposit 
.._ Blackwater epithermal Au-Ag deposit 
* Newton epithermal Au-Ag deposit 
e Prosperity porphyry Cu-Au deposit 
Figure 3.1 Severallarge porphyry and epithennal deposits located in Stikinia terrain 
(ST) in central British Columbia. Other terranes are: Alexander terrane (AX); Bridge 
River terrane (BR); Caribo terrane (CAC); Cache Creek terrane (CC); Cadwallader 
terrane (CD); Coast Complex terrane (CX); Harrison terrane (HA); Kootenay Terrane 
(KO); Monashee (MO); Cratonal North America terrane (NA); Nisling terrane (NI); 
Post Accretionary Plutons (PAP); Quesnellia terrane (QN); Shuksan terrane (SH); 
Slide Mountain Terrane (SM); Wrangellia (WR). Modified from Massey et al. (2005). 
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Regionally (Figure 3 .2), the La te Cretaceous volcanic sequence is overlain by 
Miocene-Pliocene Chilcotin Group flood basalts, and Quaternary glacial deposits, 
which are variably eroded to expose the older rocks. The epithermal mineralization 
associated with the Newton deposit is at a depth of ~50 m to ~600 m and is 
characterized by pervasive sericitic (phyllie) alteration containing disseminated pyrite 
with Au inclusions in coeval intem1ediate composition porphyritic volcanic and 
subvolcanic intrusive rocks. Au-Ag mineralization is associated with disseminated 
pyrite, marcasite, and base metal sul fides (McClenaghan, 20 13; Liu et al., 20 15). 
Figure 3.2 Regional geological features of Newton area modified after British 
Columbia Geological Survey Geoscience Map (mapplace.ca). Geology is draped on 
shaded relieftopography. 
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3.2.2 Deposit scale bedrock geology 
Quaternary glacial tills co ver most of the Newton property. Consequently, deposit sc ale 
geological information has primarily been obtained from drill cores (Pressacco, 2012). 
A bedrock geology map of the property is compiled from the mapping of limited 
outcrops, drill cores and cross-section interpretations (Figure 3.3). Three layered 
volcano-sedimentary sequences overlain on each other from bottom to top are mafic 
volcanic rocks, sedimentary rocks and felsic volcanic rocks (72.1±0.6 Ma; 
McClenaghan, 2013). The layered rocks are intruded by intermediate-to-felsic 
porphyritic intrusions, including the monzonite (72.1±0.3 Ma; McClenaghan, 2013), 
quartz feldspar porphyry (QFP; 70.9±0.5 Ma; McClenaghan, 2013), feldspar biotite 
porphyry (FBP) and diorite (69.3±0.4 Ma; Liu et al., 2015). 
3.3 Borehole geology and petrophysics 
3.3.1 3D litho! ogy and hydrothermal alteration mode! 
Based on a database of 130 boreholes comprising a total of 1537 sarnples (Amarc 
written communications; Pressacco, 2012), a 3D lithological mode! is constructed for 
the Newton property. A cross-section of the 3D mode! is shown in Figure 3.4a. As can 
be seen, the laterally discontinuons volcanic sequences are intruded by severa! phases 
of intermediate-to-felsic intrusions. The deposit is offset by the Newton Hill Fault 
(NHF), which displaces the geology and mineralization by ~300 rn of normal dip-slip 
movement. 
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Figure 3.3 Bedrock geology map at the deposit scale. Colored dots indicate drillhole 
locations with various total lengths. The light gray parts are undefined regions due to 
the lack of borehole information in the periphery of the deposit. Contours indicate 
topography. 
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Based on the geochemical assessment from the database of Amarc and previous works 
ofMcClenaghan (2013) and Liu et al. (2015), a 3D mode! ofhydrothermal alteration 
is also generated. The cross-sections of the 3D models (Figures 3.4a and 3.4b) show 
the highest gold contents occur mainly within the felsic volcanic sequence and in 
association with quartz-seri cite-pyrite alteration. Propylitic alteration occurs most! y in 
the mafic volcanic rocks and epiclastic sedimentary units, which consists of a chlorite-
epidote-calcite-albite-magnetite assemblage (Pressacco, 2012; McClenaghan, 2013). 
Minor potassic alteration, characterized by secondary biotite and pyrite, occurs in the 
diorite intrusion (Liu et al., 2015). Silicification and albitic alteration are spatially 
associated and are interpreted to comprise a single quartz-albite assemblage. The 
quartz-albite assemblage is mostly seen in QFP intrusions (Pressacco, 2012; 
McClenaghan, 2013). Localized argillic alteration (kaolinite-sericite-calcite) is of late 
stage or surficial (supergene) origin. 
The Au-Ag mineralization is mainly hosted within the felsic volcanic sequence and 
coeval intermediate-to-felsic intrusions (monzonites, FBP and QFP). The first stage of 
go id mineralization with disseminated pyrite-arsenopyrite is strongly associated with a 
pervasive quartz-sericite alteration (Pressacco, 2012; McClenaghan, 2013). Later, the 
gold mineralization is associated with a quartz-sericite-marcasite alteration 
(McClenaghan, 2013; Liu et al., 2015). The latest mineralization consists of 
polymetallic sulfide veins containing pyrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, and sphalerite, 
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Figure 3.4 Lithology and alteration models based on borehole data: (a) A cross-section 
of 3D lithology model along profile AA' in Figure 3.3 (5738800m N). (b) A cross-
section of 3D alteration model along the same profile. The Newton Hill Fault (NHF) 
has disrupted the continuity of all lithological units and offsets the mineralized zone. 
The gold mineralization correlates strongly with quartz-sericite alteration, 
predominantly in the felsic volcanic unit. 
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3.3.2 Drillcores magnetic susceptibility and y-ray concentration 
More than 9000 magnetic susceptibility readings are measured from core samples from 
80 drillholes in the Newton Hill area. Samples are measured by KT-10 S/C meter of 
Terraplus Inc. and are supported by additional data provided by Amarc (Figure 3.5). 
The y-ray spectra of 12 borehole samples (514 drillcores) are also measured using 
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Figure 3.5 Magnetic suscepti bilities of drill cores on profile AA'. High magnetic mafic 
volcanic rocks and dioritic intrusions are separated from other low magnetic rocks 
(felsic volcanic rocks and porphyritic intrusions). 
To establish a direct link between the magnetic susceptibilities, y-ray concentrations, 
and the geology, the measured properties are classified according to lithological types 
and accompanying alteration assemblages. A 3D nearest-neighbor interpolation 
(Trauth, 2015) is used to regularize all data sets. The nearest-neighbor operation assigns 
susceptibility/ y-ray K values or lithology/alteration codes to nearest cells in the vicinity 
of the available data points. The advantage of this approach is that the statistical range 
(minimum, maximum) of the original susceptibility measurements remain intact. 
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However, a number of outlier samples resulted in apparently wide ranges of 
susceptibility/K variations (wide statistical dispersion). Therefore, a better way to rank 
rocks' properties is to look for the inter-quartile ranges of the data values (the interval 
between 25th and 75th percentiles). The retrieved statistics of measured magnetic 
susceptibilities and potassium radionuclide concentration of different lithologies and 
alteration assemblages are shown as box plots in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b. 
The drillcore susceptibility measurements illustrate that there are diverse geological 
sources giving rise to the observed magnetic-highs. They can be listed from oldest to 
youngest as mafic volcanic rocks, potassic/propylitic alteration assemblages, and 
dioritic intrusions (Figure 3.6a). The high amplitude magnetic anomal y is likely due to 
a blend of mafic volcanic rocks, overprinted by magnetite bearing alterations and the 
later developed dioritic intrusion. However, low susceptibility sources are limited to 
porphyritic intrusions and the felsic volcanic rocks overprinted by quartz-sericite 
alteration assemblage in Au mineralization zone (Figure 3.6a). 
Concentrations of ali three y-ray radioelements increase over the Newton epithermal 
system. The distribution of y-ray potassium is dispersed in ali lithologies due to severe 
chemical alteration (Figure 3.6b). Generally, K concentration reduces with an elevation 
of magnetic susceptibility, because of the presence of K-rich phyllosilicates in form 
argillic and quartz-sericite alteration assemblages in the low-magnetic epithermal 
mineralization zone. 
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Figure 3.6 Boxplot demonstration of measured magnetic susceptibilities and y-ray 
potassium (K) concentrations of different lithologies and alteration assemblages. 
Susceptibility axis is logarithmic. 
3.4 Geophysical datasets 
Geotech Ltd. has acquired the aeromagnetic data as a part of the combined magnetic 
and ZTEM survey, carried out between Januaryto February 2010, on behalf of Amarc 
(Geotech Ltd, 2010). The ZTEM datasets are described in Hübert et al. (2016). Total 
magnetic field data were measured from a helicopter flown at a mean height of 155 rn 
above ground. The data were collected along N-S flight lines at 200 rn spacing and E-
W tie lines flown every ~2000 rn to 500 rn (tighter spacing near the deposit). A total of 
7071 line-km of data were collected and cover a 1293 km2 area. The magnetometer 
sampling rate was 0.1 second and depending on the speed of the helicopter results in 
approximately 10 rn measurement intervals along each profile. 
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A previous airborne magnetic survey that co vers an are a of~ 1100 km2, was flown in 
July 1993 by Geological Survey of Canada (GSC; Shives et al., 1995), using a fixed-
wing aircraft at a mean height of 120 rn above the ground, with E-W lines spaced ~500 
rn apart, provides a regional context and are used to better characterize longer 
wavelengths related to the deeper magnetic sources beneath the epithermal system. The 
measured magnetic datasets ofGSC and Amarc are shown in Figure 3.7. 
The GSC dataset also contains airbome y-ray measurements in the form of K-eTh-eU 
radionuclide concentrations. In the Figure 3.8a, the absolute values of radionuclide 
concentrations are displayed as red (K), green (Th) and blue (U). Figure 3.8b also 
present the ratios of radionuclide elements in form of ternary red (K/eTh), green 
(eTh/eU) and blue (eU/K) images. 
An IP-DC resistivity survey of 85 line-km over Newton Hill area, using the "pole-
dipole" electrode configuration was conducted in 2010 (Pressacco, 2012). The survey 
lines were spaced at 200 rn intervals in E-W directions within the zone ofhydrothermal 
alteration (Figure 3.7b). The dipole length was set to 100 rn and 200 rn, with a 
maximum ten times di polar separations. The apparent chargeabilities (in rn V /V) were 
measured by recording the decaying voltage after the current eut-off. 
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Figure 3.7 Magnetic and IP-DC-resistivity datasets. All data are draped on a shaded 
relief digital elevation madel (DEM) of the region: (a) Airborne total magnetic field 
intensities (1F) on a regional scale (GSC database). (b) Helicopter-borne total magnetic 
field intensities (TF) on deposit scale (Amarc dataset) together with locations of IP-
DC-resistivity profiles. 
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Figure 3.8 Ternary images of airborne radiometrie datasets (GSC): (a) Deposit scale 
RGB image of K-eTh-eU channels. White regions indicate the overlaps of ali three 
elemental RGB channels. (b) Deposit scale RGB image of K/eTh-eTh/eU-eU/K 
channel s. 
3.5 Methods 
3.5.1 y-ray data interpretation 
Investigation of ali ratios and combination ofK, eTh, and eU is a useful tool to detect 
the anomalous hydrothermal zones. A ternary image combination is used to produce 
RGB (red-green-blue) images of the radionuclides and their ratios. When ali three 
radionuclides are abundant, the dis play tends towards white; otherwise, it tends towards 
black (Dentith and Mudge, 2014). In this study, the three radiometrie channels (K, eTh, 
and eU) are normalized, and their histograms are equalized for enhanced RGB 
visualization (Figure 3.8). 
3.5.2 3D unconstrained magnetization vector inversion 
Igneous rocks of the Newton Hill area have experienced a complicated geological 
history, including different phases ofmagmatism, hydrothermal alteration, and tectonic 
disruptions from the late Cretaceous to Pliocene. To consider the effect of the magnetic 
remanence in the Newton area, an accurate approximation proposes a vector notion of 
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magnetic response (total magnetization vector) as a vector summation of two vector 
1 
components, including the inductive magnetization vector ( J1nd ) and a remanent 
1 
magnetization vector ( 1 Rem). Moreover, the total susceptibility of rocks in the presence 
of remanence will be a function of (Le lièvre and Oldenburg, 2009; Ellis et al., 20 12): 
(III.l) 
A 3D magnetization vector inversion (MVI) is executed on the regional and deposit 
scales. The cell dimensions of the inversion mode! at the regional scale are 100 rn (in 
X-direction), 100 rn (in Y-direction) and 20 rn (in Z-direction) that comprise total 
2646000 cells. In the deposit scale, the cell dimensions of the inversion mode! are 25 
rn (in X-direction), 25 rn (in Y-direction) and 10 rn (in Z-direction) that comprise total 
3148308 cells, covering the hydrothermal zone. 
The MVI algorithm introduces both the amplitude and the vector direction as separate 
unknowns in a Tikhonov minimum gradient regularization (Lelièvre and Oldenburg, 
2009; Ellis et al., 2012). An Iterative Reweighting Inversion (IRI; Geosoft Inc., 2012) 
method is used in parallel to the MVI mode ling in this study. IRI tends to recover sharp 
magnetic variations, and its results are equivalent to Robust or Blocky Inversion in 
inverse modeling of electrical resistivity data (Claerbout, 1973; Loke et al., 2003). 
3.5.3 3D IP-DC resistivity inversion 
A 3D cooperative inversion algorithm (Loke, 2015) is employed using a modified Ll-
norm optimization to produce sharpened resistivity and chargeability images. 
Electrodes distributed initially on each node in 50 by 18 horizontal grids in X and Y 
direction respectively. For more accurate calculations, each cell is divided into two 
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parts toward East and North directions so that instead of a single cell, two ce lis covered 
the space between two adjacent electrodes in each EW -NS direction. Therefore, each 
ce li has a 50 rn by 100 rn size in a horizontal plane, and they shape a large mode! mesh 
consisting of 72000 trapezoidal cells. 
The IP-DC resistivity inversion considers the IP chargeability mode! as a small 
perturbation of the reference electrical conductivity mode! (Oldenburg and Li 1994; Li 
and Oldenburg, 2000). The pro gram calculates the forward potential responses oftwo 
conductivity models separately. The forward mode ling of the reference and perturbed 
conductivities gives the reference and perturbed potential values, from which the 
apparent conductivities and chargeabilities are obtainable. In each iteration, an 
Incomplete Gauss-Newton !east-squares optimization tries to reduce the gap between 
measured and calculated properties by modifying the reference and perturbed 
conductivity values. When the calculation reaches its threshold, the modeled 
resistivities and chargeabilities are determined respective! y. 
The robust inversion in this study, which uses an extension of L2-norm and L1-norm 
inversions (Loke et al., 2003), incorporates two eut-off factors in the resistivity-
chargeability inversion (k1 and k2). Larger k1 values produce smoother apparent 
resistivities and chargeabilities. The second eut-off factor (b) shapes the modeled 
resistivity and chargeability outputs. The larger k2, the smoother the predicted 
resistivity and chargeability values. 
3.5.4 3D cooperative magnetic-IP-DC resistivity inversion 
W ithout any constraint, the inversion of magnetic data is vulnerable to the Jack of depth 
resolution. One way to reduce the MVI uncertainty is to provide auxiliary information 
about the susceptibility distribution from other geophysical methods. Since the sulfide 
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mineralization in the area is predominantly occurred in the Cretaceous volcanic 
sequences, comprising interbeds of mafic rocks with a minor amount of felsic and 
sedimentary rocks, we expected an underlying relationship between the magnetic 
susceptibility of volcanic sources and IP chargeability of sulfide disseminations. 
Therefore, the results of the IP-DC resistivity inversion were used to constrain the 
subsequent magnetic susceptibility inversion. It was noticed that when the 
magnetization vectors of the MVI were rotated to the present geomagnetic field 
direction, the magnetic response of the rotated mode! is very similar to the magnetic 
response of the IP-driven susceptibilities (Abbassi et al., 2018a). Considering this 
underlying connection between the 3D magnetic susceptibility and IP chargeability 
models, the conventional susceptibility inversion (Li and Oldenburg, 1997) 1s 
constrained by the initial susceptibility information derived from IP chargeabilities. 
In the cooperative inversion, four nodes between adjacent electrodes are used, so that 
the number of cells in the forward calculations has effectively increased to 288000 
cells, and each ce li, therefore, has a 25 rn by 50 rn size in the horizontal plane. The unit 
cell size for the cooperative susceptibility inversion is set toX~ 25 rn, Y ~ 25, and Z 
~ 10 rn, with a total number of 613800 cells, covering a smaller area limited to the 
mineralization zone (boreholes range). The constrained inversion set aside the Jess 
consistent equivalent solutions and narrowed down to a final solution that is weil 
matched with the IP-DC resistivity inversion results. 
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3.6 Results 
The interpretation results are presented as 3D physical property distributions, including 
3D electrical resistivities (p), IP chargeabilities (m) and magnetic susceptibilities (X), 
in three sections: 
1. Regional unconstrained interpretation, comprising 3D magnetic susceptibilities 
ofMVI. 
2. Deposit scale unconstrained interpretation, covering the hydrothermal zone 
with elevated radioelement concentrations, with deposit scale 3D models of 
resistivities, chargeabilities, and MVI susceptibilities. 
3. Deposit scale constrained interpretation, comprising a 3D cooperative 
resistivity-chargeability-susceptibility mode! on the Newton deposit scale, in 
addition to borehole geological and petrophysical observations. 
3.6.1 Regional unconstrained interpretation 
Unconstrained MVI recovered susceptibility distributions down to Skm using GSC 
dataset, which helped to predict the regional magnetic field trend in the subsequent 
deposit scale MVI. A deep high susceptibility zone with distinct magnetization vector 
orientation is derived from this inversion (Figure 3.9). As can be seen in the cross-
section A-A', the high susceptibility zone has a very deep root down to at !east 3 km 
below sea leve! and encompasses a low magnetic zone (LMZ) within itself, with 
different magnetization vector orientations. The concentric shape of this LMZ might 
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Figure 3.9 Sharp regional MVI rnodel after four IRI focused on the high and low 
rnagnetic susceptibility zones: (a) The 3D MVI susceptibility rnodel on a plan view 
(draped on shaded relieftopography). (b) The 3D MVI susceptibility rnodel cross-eut 
on the profiles AA' 5738800rn N. Directions ofrnagnetization vectors are overlain on 
the cross-section AA'. Outlines ofthe hydrothermal zone and Newton deposit area are 
shown in the rectangles. 
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3.6.2 Prospect scale unconstrained interpretation 
High radionuclide concentrations are associated with bedrock exposures over Newton 
epithermal system due to the presence of phyllosilicates in hydrothermal alteration 
zone (white zones in Figure 3.8a). The RGB demonstration of radioelements ratios 
provides a higher resolution of variations in elemental concentrations and obviously 
show a northwest-southeast trend over porphyritic intrusions and felsic volcanic rocks 
(Fig. 8d). 
Unconstrained MVI and IP-DC resistivity inversions reveal finer patterns overthe area 
of the hydrothermal alterations. The MVI results are shown in Fig. 10. The Au-Ag-Cu-
rich zone appears in a near-surface low magnetic zone. The geological context is better 
seen from the section view (Fig. !Oc), where low magnetic susceptibilities indicate 
rocks on the eastern si de of NHF, and igneous rocks in the west of the Newton Hill 
fault correspond to relatively high magnetization (Fig. 1 Oc). The cross-section shows 
the likely occurrence of mafic volcanic strata overlying a deep LMZ, though the 
relatively thick layer of top magnetic rocks in the unconstrained inversion is not in 
good agreement with prior geological information. 
The results of 3D prospect scale inversion of DC resistivity and IP data are illustrated 
in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. The preliminary 2D inversions proved that the main 
electrical anomaly is elongated sub-vertically. However, regional geological 
observations show that the Cretaceous volcanic rocks and the related intrusive rocks 
are most! y horizontally layered. Therefore, performing smoothness horizontally could 
uncover the hidden anomaly sources. This is done by decreasing the vertical to 
horizontal flatness filter ratio (Rf). In this study, the most stable results came out with 
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Figm·e 3.10 Prospect scale unconstrained MVI model after four IRI on Amarc datasets: 
(a) TI1e 3D MVI susceptibility model on a plan view draped on shaded relief 
topography (Outline of Au-Ag-Cu mineralization is shown in the black contour). (b) 
The 3D MVI susceptibility model sliced at the elevations of 1000 m (the bedrock 
geology is overlapped). ( c) The 3D MVI susceptibility model cross-eut on the profiles 
AA' at 5738800m N. Directions of magnetization vectors are overlain on the cross-




Figure 3.11 Prospect scale inversion of IP-DC resistivity data over Newton area: (a) 
Plan view of the recovered resistivity model draped on a shaded relief topography 
model (Outline of Au-Ag-Cu mineralization is shown in the black contour). (b) 
Resistivity model sliced at elevation 1000 rn (the bedrock geology is overlapped). (c) 
Resistivity model cross-eut on the profile AA' at 5738800m N (Outline of Au 
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Figure 3.12 Prospect scale inversion of IP-DC resistivity data over Newton area: (a) 
Plan view of the recovered chargeability mo del draped on a shaded relief topography 
madel (Outline of Au-Ag-Cu mineralization is shawn in the black contour). (b) 
Chargeability madel sliced at elevation 1000 rn (the bedrock geology is overlaid on the 
madel). (c) Chargeability madel cross-eut on the profile AA' at 5738800m N (Outline 
of Au mineralization is shawn in the black contour). 
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IP-DC resistivity inversion is controlled by different k1 and k2 factors to see which 
output is more consistent with our prior knowledge of the region. Getting too close to 
the z2-norm criteria (larger cut-offfactors) increased the misfit error. Closer to 11-norm 
(smaller eut-off factors) produced too sharp boundaries not consistent with magnetic 
inversion and prior geological information. The most consistent results obtained with 
kJ ~ 0.05 and k2 ~ 0.01. 
A significant low resistivity zone with an NW -SE trend is hidden under a large 
resistivity cap (Figure 3.11). The electrical resistivity image divided a very resistive 
mafic volcano-sedimentary mixture from a low-resistivity region related to a mix of 
porphyritic intrusions, felsic volcanic rocks, and the younger dioritic intrusion. 
Therefore, the host rock of Au mineralization (sericitic felsic volcanic rocks) in 
electrical resistivity images can be detected as a low-resistivity body, though in sorne 
places, other low-resistivity sources (within the dioritic and porphyritic intrusions) 
participate in the bulk resistivity-lows. 
The chargeability ofsulfide dissemination (Figure 3.12) is more than 50 rn V/V, and is 
related to 2-7% disseminated sulfide mineralization, including pyrite, marcasite, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and arsenopyrite. Minor chargeability contributors are 
probably clay contents and membrane polarizations in fracture zones and hydrothermal 
alterations. 
3.6.3 Deposit scale constrained interpretation 
At this scale (boreholes range), the cooperative magnetic-IP-DC resistivity inversion 
has focused more to the epithermal mineralization zone. The result of the cooperative 
magnetic- IP-DC resistivity inversion is also shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13 Deposit scale cooperative magnetic-IP-DC resistivity inversions sliced at 
the elevation oflOOO m: (a) Electrical resistivity model. (b) IP chargeability model. (c) 
Magnetic susceptibility model. The bedrock geology is overlaid on ali models. The 
gray shaded zone is the outline of Au-Ag-Cu mineralization. 
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No prior geological information has been used to constrain the inversion. Y et, the 
cooperative inversion results are reasonably matched with the known borehole 
geology. As can be seen, the porphyritic intrusions at the center of deposit show low 
amplitude susceptibilities that are surrounded by a ring ofhigh magnetic mafic volcanic 
rocks. The diorite intrusion is also imaged as a large magnetic-high in the northwest. 
By comparing the Figure 3.13c and Figure 3.10b, it is evident that constraining the 
magnetic inversion with IP chargeability mode! has produced a more precise magnetic 
susceptibility image that is in good agreement with the prior geological information. 
The cooperatively inverted physical properties are classified into severa! distinct 
petrophysical domains (Figure 3.14). Physical property cross plots for every two 
physical properties are divided into separate regions based on the lower (20'h) and 
higher (80'h) percentiles of the third physical property. Four distinct petrophysical 
domains (Table 3.1) are inferred from the integration of physical properties on the three 
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Figure 3.14 Petrophysical domains inferred from the integration of cooperatively 
inverted physical properties on the three physical properties' cross-plots. (a) A 
susceptibility-resistivity cross-plot with two distinct domains related to the high and 
low chargeability values. (b) A susceptibility-chargeability cross-plot with two distinct 
domains related to the high and low resistivity values. ( c) A resistivity-chargeability 
cross-plot with two distinct domains related to the high and low susceptibility values. 
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Table 3.1 Classified petrophysical domains based on inverted physical properties and 
their integrated interpretation. 
Domain p [!l.m] m [mV/V] X [lit' SI] Interpretation 
1 No signature Law Law Porphyritic intrusions 
2 Law High No signature Sulfide dissemination 
3 Law High High Cu-rich (north-west of the property) 
4 High Law Law Au-Ag-Cu-rich with silicifications 
In Figure 3.15, the cooperative mverswn results are compared with borehole 
information on cross sections (see profile AA' in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). The results 
help to predict the continuation of the hidden features in deeper levels (Figure 3.15d). 
The high magnetic cap has been imaged thinner from the constrained inversion, and as 
can be seen in Figures 3.15c and 3.15d, is related to a mixture of the mafic volcanic 
rocks (MV) and the younger dioritic intrusions (D). Though, the LMZ was positioned 
deeper in earlier unconstrained modeling (Figures 3.9 and 3.10), the cooperative 
inversion has replaced it upward (about 500 rn) and imaged it right under the high 
magnetic cap (magnetic susceptibilities > 0.04 SI). Severa! flanks of this LMZ locally 
reduce the magnetic susceptibilities to 0.015 SI. This structure is probably a response 
of intermediate-to-felsic porphyritic intrusions (FIP) and interbeds of felsic volcanic 
rocks (FV) within the upper high magnetic cap (Domain 1). Note that the Domain 1 
repeats on both cross-plots of Figures 14a and 14c. 
The chemical alteration assemblages overprint ali rocks in the Newton epithermal 
system and show specifie physical property features. Pyrite is the dominant sulfide 
dissemination and is accompanied by high chargeabilities and low resistivities 
(Domain 2). The northwest part of the mineralization (within the gray shaded region in 
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Figures 3.13) 1s exclusively a Cu-rich zone with high susceptibilities, high 
chargeabilities and low resistivities due to the presence of more magnetite-bearing 
rocks and sulfides (Domain 3). T11e Quartz-Sericite assemblage is accompanied by Au-
Ag-Cu mineralization on the hanging wall ofNHF and appears as a silicified Au-Ag-
Cu-rich zone with high resistivity and low chargeability/susceptibility (Domain 4). 
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Figure 3.15 Results of cooperative modeling compared with borehole infonnation 
cross-eut on the profile AA' at 5738800m N in Figures 3.3: (a) Electrical resistivity 




Geophysical images identify successfully severa! geological features in different 
scales. However, there are diverse sources of geophysical anomalies that collectively 
contribute to the observed geophysical signais in a mixed form. At the regional scale, 
MVI revealed a high susceptibility zone with a very deep root that contains a LMZ 
within itself. The concentric shape of this LMZ might imply a hydrothermal alteration 
pattern related to a deep underlying porphyry system. Severa! flanks of the LMZ reach 
to the surface and have structural links with the epithermal mineralization near a 
shallow post mineralization thrust fault. 
IP-DC resistivity inversion uncovered a significant low resistivity zone under a large 
resistivity cap. The host rock of Au mineralization ( quartz-sericitic felsic volcanic 
rocks) in electrical resistivity images can be detected as a low-resistivity body, though 
in sorne places, other low-resistivity sources (within the dioritic and porphyritic 
intrusions) participate in the bulk resistivity-lows. The chargeability of sulfide 
dissemination is related to the distribution of pyrite, marcasite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, 
and arsenopyrite. Minor chargeability contributors are probably clay contents and 
membrane polarizations in fracture zones and clay alterations. 
The cooperative magnetic-IP-DC resistivity inversion reduced the magnetic inversion 
uncertainty at deposit scale and provided an enhanced magnetic susceptibility image 
of the deposit. The constrained magnetic susceptibility mode! detects the high magnetic 
mafic volcanic rocks and diorites, as weil as susceptibility-lows of the porphyritic 
intrusions and felsic volcanic rocks (host rock of Au). In sorne places, there is still 
ambiguity in the distinction between magnetic-highs of diorite and mafic volcanic 
rocks, as weil as susceptibility-lows of felsic volcanic rocks (host rock of Au) and 
porphyritic intrusions. 
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Four petrophysical domains are inferred from cross-correlation of physical properties, 
including: 
Domain 1: A low chargeability and low susceptibility zone related to the 
porphyritic intrusions with variable resistivity values. 
Domain 2: A low resistivity and high chargeability zone with variable 
susceptibility values related to the sulfide dissemination. 
Domain 3: A Cu-rich zone with high susceptibilities and chargeabilities and 
low resistivities due to the presence of more magnetite-bearing rocks and 
sulfides. 
Domain 4: A Au-Ag-Cu-rich zone with low susceptibilities (epithermal 
demagnetization), low chargeabilities and high resistivities (silicifications). 
Further studies in development include the application of multivariate feature 
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Résumé 
La présente étude vise à extraire des informations géologiques à partir de modèles de 
propriétés physiques inversées ciblant les gisements minéraux. Quelle que soit la 
précision des inversions de données géophysiques, chaque modèle de propriété 
physique inversée n'est sensible qu'à un nombre limité de caractéristiques géologiques. 
Par conséquent, différentes parties de la géologie du sous-sol peuvent être reconstruites 
à partir de divers modèles de propriétés physiques. La question clé est de savoir 
comment nous rassemblons ces caractéristiques cachées dans un espace de grande 
dimension pour reconstruire un modèle géologique pertinent. Une approche 
d'extraction de caractéristiques multivariées est simulée dans cette étude qui vise à 
séparer les caractéristiques géologiques superposées à l'intérieur de plusieurs images 
de propriétés physiques. Nous montrons que l'analyse de composants indépendants 
rapides (Fast-ACI) est une méthode robuste pour l'extraction de caractéristiques 
géologiques qui extrait les caractéristiques latentes par maximisation de la non-
gaussianité. Nous montrons également que l'accentuation des images de propriétés 
physiques inversées a un effet important sur le processus d'extraction de 
caractéristiques et conduit à des reconstructions de modèles géologiques plus efficaces. 
La présente méthodologie est reproductible pour n'importe quel nombre de lithologies 
et de combinaisons de propriétés physiques et sépare les motifs géologiques de fond 
des surimpressions de l'altération chimique. 
Abstract 
The present study mms to extract geological information from inverted physical 
property models, targeting mineral deposits. No matter how accurate the geophysical 
data inversions are, each inverted physical property mode! is on! y sensitive to a limited 
number of geological features. Therefore, different parts of the subsurface geology can 
be reconstructed from varions physical property models. The key question is how we 
put together the se hidden features inside a high-dimensional space to rebuild a relevant 
geological mode!. A multivariate feature extraction approach is simulated in this study 
that aims to separate the overlapped geologically features inside multiple physical 
property images. We show that the fast-independent component analysis (fast- ICA) is 
a robust method for the geological feature extraction that seeks to extract latent 
geological features through non-gaussianity maximization. We also show that the 
sharpening of the inverted physical property images has an important effect on the 
feature extraction process and leads to more efficient geological mode! reconstructions. 
The present methodology is reproducible for any number of lithologies and physical 
property combinations and separates the background geological patterns from 
overprints of chemical alteration. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Integrated 3D imaging methods provide a high potential for the detection and the 
characterization of mineral deposits (Dentith and Mudge, 20 14; Le lièvre and 
Farquharson, 2016). Inferring geological information from multiple physical property 
models, without incorporating prior geological information considerably adds value to 
pre-drilling decision-making assessments. However, in most cases, additional chemical 
alteration heterogeneously overprints and eventually changes the bulk physical 
properties of rocks and imposes difficulties in identification of the latent geological 
features inside 3D physical property images. 
The current numerical advances are focused mostly on the inversion methodologies to 
tackle the problem of non-uniqueness of the recovered physical properties through 
varions methods like, borehole constrained inversion (Fullagar et al., 2000; Wisen and 
Christiansen, 2005; Le lièvre, 2009; Le lièvre et al., 2009), cooperative inversion (Lines 
et al, 1988; Paasche and Tronicke, 2007) and joint inversion methods (Haber and 
Oldenburg, 1997; Doetsch et al., 2010; Chen and Hoversten, 2012; Gallardo et al., 
2012; Haber and Gazit, 2013). Though it is essential to recover reliably accurate 3D 
physical property models; a more meaningful but challenging question is how to unmix 
independent geological sources from physical property images. 
W e compare different unmixing schemes based on variance maximization, kurtosis 
maximization, and negentropy maximization princip les. Variance maximization is the 
standard method of source separation that is used in the principal component analysis 
(PCA). However, the uncorrelatedness obtained by PCA is just a weaker form of 
independence (Hyviirinen and Oja, 1997; Honorio. et al., 2014). The kurtosis and 
negentropy maximization methods are widely used in ICA-based source separation 
algorithms. Unlike PCA, ICA goes beyond the Gaussian assumption and incorporates 
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higher order statistics to find a new set of latent variables that are maximally 
independent of each other (Hyviirinen and Oja, 1997; Hyviirinen and Oja; Hyviirinen 
etal., 2001). 
ICA is an active and interdisciplinary research topic (Comon, 1994; Hyviirinen and 
Oja, 1997; Hyviirinen and Oja, 2000; Hyviirinen et al., 2001; Hyviirinen, 2013) with 
numerous applications in remote sensing (Bayliss et al., 1998; Amato et al., 2008; 
Barnie and Oppenheimer, 2015; Liu et al., 2015), medical imaging (Choudrey and 
Roberts, 2002; Beckmann and Smith, 2004; Griffanti et al., 20 14), and image 
processing (Jenssen and Eltoft, 2003; Zou et al., 2006). In geophysical studies, the 
applications are mostly focused in the field of exploration seismology to handle the 
multidimensionality of seismic data and reducing unwanted seismic artifacts from raw 
data (V an der Baan, 2006), or extracting useful frequency features from processed 
seismic data (Honorio. et al., 2014). 
In this study, we propose a 3D implementation of independent component analysis 
(ICA) to extract hidden geological features from multiple physical property images. 
The ICA algorithm in this study transforms a set of physical property images into 
independent geological features. At first, we produce three physical property models, 
including magnetic susceptibility, electrical resistivity and induced polarization 
chargeability to form a petrophysical system, which bears specifie underlying 
geological patterns. Th en, three geophysical fields' responses are synthesized from 
previously mode led physical properties. The inversion ofthose synthetic data seeks to 
rebuild the three physical properties models, which are later used to recover the hidden 
geological features by different source separation methods. Finally, we show how 
negentropy maximization compared to variance, and kurtosis maximization 
successfully separates the alteration overprints from background geological features. 
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We also explore the effect of sharp and smooth inversions on the performance of the 
feature extraction process. 
4.2. Feature Extraction Methodology 
The general assumption in ali geophysical methods is that the observed geophysical 
fields are due to the subsurface physical property sources, which are linked to severa! 
latent geological features. Geophysical inversion methods partially solve this problem 
through transforming measured signais to 3D physical property models. However, 
separation of overlapped (mixed) geological features from multiple physical property 
images is also crucial in the identification of mineral exploration targets with complex 
hydrothermal alteration patterns overprinted on the host geology. 
In this study, we simulated the physical properties in the form of the combination of 
latent geological features. A linear mixing mode! is used to create physical property 
images (PJ) from latent geological features (L;) with an additional non-gaussian 
geological noise (PNoise): 
(IV.!) 
Where i ~ 1, 2, ... , n denotes the number of the latent geological features and]~ 1, 2, 
... , m indicates the number of physical properties. The au are the mixing weights. 
The problem is to find a separation matrix (wu) that tends to unmix the physical 
properties (P1) to recover the source geological features (L;): 
(IV.2) 
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The Equation IV.2 is the general formulation of a feature extraction process that tends 
to eliminate or at !east reduce the effect of geological feature-overlaps on the physical 
property images. 
Obtaining a relevant separation matrix (wij) 1s possible through making few 
assumptions about statistical measures. One important statistical measure is 
correlation. It is very common that two geophysical properties imaged by two different 
methods being correlated. For example, if the magnetic susceptibility and the electrical 
resistivity of a rock show a linear relationship, both physical properties reflect a 
common source, and consequent! y, we can transfer the bivariate data (susceptibility vs. 
resistivity) to a univariate form (principal component) without losing any valuable 
information. This transformation is called dimensionality reduction that is the basis of 
PCA algorithms (Hyviirinen and Oja, 2000; Trauth, 2015). PCA produces images that 
are linearly uncorrelated, and this approach is usually called whitening because this is 
the property of the white noise. PCA algorithms utilize maximization of second-order 
statistical measure (variance) for image separation. However, when there is a nonlinear 
form of correlation ( dependency) between images, PCA will not work, and one needs 
to find another way to unmix interdependent images (Hyviirinen, 2002; Trauth, 2015). 
On the other hand, ICA separates mixed images into nonlinearly uncorrelated images 
through maximization of non-gaussianity. The one-dimensional ICA anal ogy is well-
known as a classical cocktail party problem (Cherry 1953), where crowds of people are 
talking independently together. Human auditory system, for example, with two 
receivers, hear a mixture of signais in a cocktail party and can differentiate the latent 
sources to a certain degree. However, by installing severa! microphones and 
maximizing the non-gaussianity of received signais, we will be able to separate more 
voices. The same analogy is applied to neuroscience where the spatiotemporal ICA 
problem in medical imaging is compared to a neurological cocktail party problem by 
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Von der Malsburg and Schneider (1986) and Brown (2001). The feature extraction 
procedure in this study also can be seen as a form of 3D geophysical cocktail party 
problem, where one tries to extract latent geological features inside multiple physical 
property images. 
Two characteristics of the mixing process enable us to separate geological features in 
two different ways: 
1. The mixing process increases the normality of the images, i.e., the distributions 
of physical property images are more Gaussian than the distributions of latent 
geological features. This is a result of the central limit theorem in probability 
theory which states that the distribution of a sum of independent random 
variables tends toward a Gaussian (normal) distribution (Hyviirinen and Oja, 
2000). We use this principle to maximize the non-gaussianity of physical 
properties through kurtosis maximization. 
2. The spatial complexities of the physical property images are equal to or greater 
than that of the !east complex geological features (Hyviirinen and Oja, 2000). 
This general princip le enables us to maximize the non-gaussianity of physical 
properties through negentropy maximization. 
Fast- ICA algorithm starts with two preprocessing steps. First, removing the mean of 
input physical properties (P), and then whitening by PCA giving their variance unit 
value. PCA looks for a weight matrix D so that a maximal variance of the principal 
components of the centered physical properties (Y Pc) are confirmed: 
(IV.3) 
Optimization of the PCA criterion is possible by eigenvalue decomposition (Hyviirinen 
and Oja, 2000). The next step in the Fast-ICA is increasing the non-gaussianity of the 
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principal components. It aims to find a rotation matrix R that during the multiplication 
with principal components produces the !east Gaussian outputs (L) that are 
approximations of the latent geological features: 
(IV.4) 
One way to calculate the rotation matrix R is to use kurtosis as a measure of non-
Gaussianity: 
(IV.S) 
Where E(.) denotes the expected value. 
Kurtosis provides a measure ofhow Gaussian (kurt~ 0), super-gaussian (kurt> 0) or 
sub-gaussian (kurt> 0) the probability density functions of the physical properties are. 
Therefore, the highest non-Gaussianity of L * is equivalent to the maximum or minimum 
excess kurtosis of its distribution. In this study, we use the fixed-point iteration scheme 
of Hyviirinen and Oja (1997), for finding the local extrema of the kurtosis. Fast-ICA 
has a fast quadratic or cubic convergence and requires slight memory space 
(Hyviirinen, 2002). However, kurtosis is not a robust me as ure of non-gaussianity in the 
presence of noises. Kurtosis is an approximated measure of the fourth central moment 
of the probability density function of data, and to calculate it accurately we need to 
have an infinite number of physical property values. This makes kurtosis very sensitive 
to outliers, i.e., a single erroneous outlier value in the tails of the distribution makes 
kurtosis extremely large. Therefore, using kurtosis is weil justified only if the 
in dependent components (geological features) are sub-gaussian and there are no 
outliers (unknown geological noises or other artifacts on inverted physical property 
images). 
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Therefore, we need to assess non-gaussianity in a different way that can handle the 
fluctuations of outliers. Alternatively, rnaxirnization of negentropy is a robust 
technique to obtain the rotation rnatrix R during the Fast- ICA procedure. 
Negentropy is based on the information-theoretic quantity of entropy. The entropy (H) 
of a signal (P) with probability density of p(P) is defined as (Hyviirinen, 2000): 
H (P) =-f p(P)iog p(P)dP (IV.6) 
The more random (unpredictable and unstructured) the variable is, the larger its 
entropy. Among ali random variables, the Gaussian variable has the largest entropy. 
By definition, negentropy (normalized differentiai entropy) of a signal is the difference 
between the entropy H(P) ofthat signal and the entropy H (P gauss) of a Gaussian random 
vector of the sarne covariance matrix as P. Negentropy of the P, therefore is: 
neg(P) = H ( Pgauss)- H ( P) (IV.7) 
Negentropy is always non-negative and is zero when the signal has a Gaussian 
distribution. In other word, the more random (unpredictable and unstructured) the 
variable is, the larger its entropy. We approximate the negentropy through a 
nonpolynomial method (Hyviirinen, 2000): 
(IV.8) 
Where c is an irrelevant constant, and Pstd is a standardized gaussian variable (P gauss of 
zero mean and unit variance). Gis a non-quadratic exponential function that can handle 
the outliers efficient! y (Hyviirinen, 2000): 
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G(P)=-)<J (IV.9) 
To find the rotation matrix R, we maximize the objective negentropy by the fixed-point 
algorithm of Hyviirinen et al. (2000). 
4.3 Petrophysical Mode!: A Mixing System 
The purpose of this study is to show numerically how the overlapped geological 
features could be seen in the form of physical properties and eventually appear as 
geophysical signais on the Earth surface. We also show how geological noise and 
inversion artifacts influence the process of feature extraction. We are not concerned 
about reconstructing any existing geological mode!, but we use a range of physical 
property values based on typical values of physical properties (Dentith and Mudge, 
2014) attributed to disseminated sulfide deposits. 
The underlying geological mode! is constructed from an originallayered earth mode! 
that has passed through severa! faulting, fol ding, dyke intrusion, shear deformation and 
alteration overprints (Figure 4.1). The final 3D lithology mode! includes a set of 
background rock units (Lia, L!b, L1c, L!d) and two stages of hydrothermal alteration in 





Figure 4.1 Workflow of geological model construction. The background geology 
consists of a three-layer stratum (L1a, L1b, L1c) intruded by a dyke (Lld). After several 
faulting and shear deformation, two alteration events (Lz and L3) along with further 
defom1ations overprint the host geology. Noddy 3D geological and geophysical 
modeling package is used to build the geological model (Encom Technology Pty Ltd, 
2009). 
Figure 4.2, represents the final independent lithotypes that are used in this study. The 
mixture of the four background rock units (L1) and the two alteration events (Lz and 
L3) correspond to three main physical property distributions, including electrical 
resistivity ( p ), IP chargeability ( m) and magnetic susceptibility (x). A linear mixing 
matrix based on the matrixA in Equation IV.l is built to produce the physical properties 
of the deposit. The mixing weights (A) are selected in a way that they produce a 
petrophysical model of a disseminated sulfide deposit with three major petrophysical 
properties: 
• Resistivity highs and lows related to background geology. 
• High chargeabilities related to the alteration halos with high concentrations of 
disseminated sulfides. 
• Magnetic highs and lows related to both background geology and alteration halos. 
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Figure 4.2 3D geological model: (a) 3D block view of all the background geological 
features. (b, c, d, ande) Background geological features (Lla, Llb, Llc). (f) Two 
successive alteration events overlapped on the background geology (L2 and L3). 
Which means, the background geology (Lia, L1b, L1c, L1d) comprises 90 percent ofthe 
electrical resistivities, and the rest of the resistivities come from the two alterations 
(each 5 percent). The IP chargeabilities are least sensitive to the background geology 
(5 percent) and, 20 percent and 75 percent of them are related to the disseminated 
sulfidation associated with two alteration events (L2 and L3). Note that the 75 of 
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chargeability be longs to the second alteration, which means LJ bears largest amount of 
disseminated sulfide, but in deeper levels. The magnetic susceptibility is representative 
of 45 percent of the background geology, and the rest of the resistivities come from the 
two alterations (25 percent from L2 and 30 percent from L3). The resulting mixtures are 
th en scaled from zero to a reasonable maximum, which is set to 500 Ohm-rn, 100 rn V /V 
and 0.1 SI for resistivities, chargeabilities, and susceptibilities, respective! y. 
Figure 4.3 shows the calculated physical property models. An additional non-gaussian 
noise is also added to the mode!. We used a Pearson random system in the form of a 
3D matrix with unit standard deviation and skewness equal to 1 for resistivity and 
chargeability models and skewness equal to -1 for susceptibility mode!. The kurtosis 
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Figure 4.3 Latent geological features (a) compared to physical properties produced in 
the petrophysical mixing system (p, m, and x in b, c, and d). Each physical property 
model provides partial infonnation about the latent geological features. 
T11e histograms of physical properties (Figures 4.4a, 4.4b, and 4.4c) show the 
multimodal nature of the physical properties due to the mixing pro cess. However, the 
added non-gaussian geological noise has weakened some smaller pattems related to the 
overlaps ofthe background geological features with two alteration events. We expect 
that the transfonnation of geological infonnation to geophysical signais and then 
reconstruction of physical properties through inverse modeling will significantly 
reduce this multimodality to bimodality or even unimodality. This infonnation loss is 
one of the major limitations of 3D geophysical imaging. 
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Figure 4.4 Histograms of simulated physical properties with added non-gaussian 
geological noise: (a) Electrical Resistivity distribution. (b) IP chargeability distribution. 
( c) Magnetic susceptibility distribution. T11e solid curve indicates the cumulative 
distribution function. 
4.4 Petrophysical Feature Extraction 
We evaluate PCA and two ICA algorithms in Matlab environment to see which method 
is more stable in the extraction of geological features from physical properties. Based 
on the above mixed petrophysical model, we test our algorithms to separate sources 
without having any concem about how 3D inversion artifacts could influence our 
feature extraction procedure. T11en, we introduce a more realistic scenario where input 
physical properties are obtained from the 3D inversion of geophysical data and 
compare the results to see how inverse modeling could change the efficiency of the 
feature extraction process. 
Running PCA to separate petrophysical images did not yield efficient separation of 
geological features (Figure 4.5a, 4.5b, and 4.5c). The first and third principal 
components (PC1 and PC3 in Figures 4.5a and 4.5c) successfully represent the 
background geology (L1) and the first alteration event (L2), but in the second principal 
component (PC2 in Figure 4. Sb) the two alteration events are still mixed. In other word, 
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PCA recreates another set of overlapped images on PC2 and is obviously not useful in 
source separation. 
Fast- ICA by kurtosis maximization (ki CA) separates sources to sorne extent, but, sorne 
of the features remain mixed in the first and second in dependent components in the 
form of outliers (Figures 4.5d and 4.5e ), and the background geology is still mixed 
with the second alteration event (Figure 4.5f). However, Fast-ICA by negentropy 
maximization (niCA) has recovered the underlying geological features almost perfectly 
(Figure 4.5g, 4.5h, and 4.51). As can be seen, niCA efficiently handles the added non-








Figure 4.5 Assessment of different s<:>Urce separation methods. (a, band c) Principal 
component analysis. (d, e, f) Fast in dependent components by kurtosis m~imization. 
(g, h, 1) Fast independent components by negentropy maximization. Ali principal 
components (PCs) and in dependent components (ki Cs and ni Cs) are normalizedfrom 
zero to one for consistency of visualization. 
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4.5 Simulation ofGeophysical System 
One of the objectives of this study is a post-inversion evaluation of geological feature 
extraction through adjustment of different inversion parameters. To illustrate the 
method, we generate synthetic data from the petrophysical mode!, then perform an 
inversion of those data, and finally extract geological features from the inversion 
results. 
4.5.1 3D Forward Modeling 
The simulation of the geophysical system consists of a well-posed set of equations that 
calculates the geophysical responses on the Earth surface of 3D physical property 
distributions. For the three physical property models, we used a finite element method 
to calculate their apparent resistivity, chargeability and total magnetic field responses 
(Li and Oldenburg, 1997; Li and Oldenburg, 2000; Loke et al., 2003; Loke, 2015). 
In the case of DC/IP forward problem, the IP chargeability mode! is considered as a 
small perturbation of the reference electrical conductivity mode! (Li and Oldenburg, 
2000). Normalized chargeability (0 S m SI) tends to decrease the reference 
conductivity ( CJ De) in the mode led IP phenomenon and produces a perturbed subsurface 
conductivity ( CJ1p) as is presented below (Li and Oldenburg, 2000): 
(IV. li) 
The Res3DMode program used in this study (Loke, 2015) calculates the forward 
potential res pons es oftwo conductivity mo dels ( CJ De & CJIP) separately. The CJ De mode! 
gives the apparent conductivity values ( CJ, ), and apparent chargeabilities are calculated 
as bellow (Li and Oldenburg, 2000): 
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(IV.l2) 
DC/IP forward calculation is performed with pole-dipole electrode configurations, the 
dipolar spacing of 100 rn and dipolar separations up to 12 times in X and Y directions. 
The model mesh consists of 151 cells in the X direction, lll cells in the Y direction 
and 38 cells in the Z direction, which has total636918 rectangular cells. The electrical 
potentials calculated are 51 electrodes locations in the X direction and 31 electrodes 
locations in the Y direction. 
Geosoft VOXI Earth Modeling package (Geosoft Inc., 20 18) is used for the magnetic 
forward mode ling. The magnetic spacing is 1 OOm between observation points in both 
X and Y directions. The magnetic field over the 3D volume is set to 53913 nT with 
inclination and declination of 70 and -16 degrees, respective! y. We assume that there 
is no remanent magnetization contributing to the surface observations and that 
demagnetization of rocks is negligible. 
Figure 4.6 shows the forward responses of the magnetic and DC/IP models in the form 
of total magnetic field intensities ( after reduction to the magnetic pole, Figure 4.6a), 
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Figure 4.6 TI1e geophysical responses of the mixed physical properties. (a) Total 
magnetic field intensities after reduction to the magnetic pole. (b) Apparent 
resistivities. ( c) Apparent chargeabilities. DC/IP responses are presented on two NS 
and EW pseudo-sections as well as a horizontal slice corresponding to the dipolar 
separation of n = 4. The arrows (black) indicate the location of simulated DC/IP 
electrodes. 
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4.5.2 3D Inversion 
Through the inversion process (imaging), we explore the effect of the smoothness and 
sharpness of the imaging system on the output of the feature extraction system. Two 
imaging scenarios - sharp versus smooth are considered in DC/IP inversion as well as 
magnetic inversion. We used Res3Dinv pro gram (Loke, 2015) for blocky inversion of 
electrical resistivity and chargeability data (Claerbout, 1973; Loke et al., 2003), and 
Geosoft VOXI Earth Mode ling package (Geosoft Inc., 2012) for iterative reweighting 
inversion of magnetic data (Portniaguine and Zhdanov, 2002). 
In each iteration of DC/IP inversion, a least-squares optimization reduces the gap 
between measured and calculated apparent properties ( IJa and ma) by modifying the IJDC 
and IJJP values. When the calculation reaches its threshold, the mode led resistivities and 
chargeabilities are determined by p ~ 11 IJDC and m ~ 1- (IJIP 1 IJDc), respectively. The 
blocky inversion algorithm (Loke et al., 2003), which uses an extension of z2-norm and 
11-norm inversions, incorporates two eut-off factors in the DC/IP inversion: A data 
constraint eut-off factor (0 < k1 <1), and a model constraint eut-off factor (0 < k2 <1). 
Larger eut-off factors result in smoother physical property models cl oser to z2-norm 
results. We used three different eut off factors: (1) The first DC/IP inversion with k1 ~ 
1 and k2 ~ 1, which results in smoothest physical properties. (2) The second DC/IP 
inversion with k1 ~ 0.1 and k2 ~ 0.05, which results in sharper physical properties. (3) 
The third DC/IP inversion with k1 ~ 0.01 and k2 ~ 0.005, which results in sharpest 
physical properties. 
The iterative reweighting magnetic inversion uses a different approach to recover sharp 
susceptibilities: It uses the first iteration susceptibility inversion result as a constraint 
for subsequent inversions. This process is iterated until a satisfactory model is achieved 
(Portniaguine and Zhdanov, 2002; Geosoft Inc., 2012). The first three successive 
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iterations of the iterative reweighing magnetic inversion are also used to produce three 
smooth to sharp susceptibility models. 
Figure 4. 7 illustrates the recovered physical properties from above inversions. Figures 
4.7a, 4.7b, 4.7c show physical property distributions (p, m, and x) from smooth 
inversion. Figures 4.7d, 4.7e, 4.7fshow results ofthe sharper inversion. The sharpest 
inversion results are presented in figures 4.7g, 4.7h, 4.7i. 
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Figure 4.7 Geophysical inversion results. (a), (b) and (c) are smooth inversion results. 
( d), ( e) and (f) are sharper inversion results. (g), (h), (i) represent sharpest inversion 
results. 
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4.6 Post-Inversion Feature Extraction 
The negentropy maximization ICA method is used for geological features extraction 
from inversion results (Figure 4.8). The niC A of the smoothest physical properties 
(Figures 4.8a, 4.8b, and 4.8c) bear sorne mixed features inside the outputs of the 
independent components, which is understandable due to the effect of smoothness that 
make the edges of the geological features blurred. The first alteration event (L2) is 
clearly extracted in the second independent component (niC2), but the background 
geology (L1) and the second alteration event (L3) are still mixed in the other 
independent components (niC1 and niC3). 
The sharper inversion procedure increased the contrasts of the physical property 
images; however, a certain amount of information is al ways lost during the imaging 
process. The first alteration event (L2) is clearly extracted in the third independent 
component (niC3 in Figure 4. 8f), and the background geology (L1) is extracted in the 
second in dependent component (niC2 in Figure 4. 8e ). However, the first in dependent 
component (niC1 in Figure 4. 8d) was not able to separate the first alteration event from 
the background geology. 
The sharpest physical property images outline most of the latent geological features 
(Figure 4.8g, 4.8h, and 4.8I). Both alteration events are successfully extracted as 
distinct independent components (niC1 and niC2 in Figures 4.8g and 4.8h). The third 
in dependent component also represents a more accurate image of the latent background 
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Figure 4.8 Post-mversion feature extraction through negentropy maximizati<>n Cn!CA) 
on different inversion scenario.s. (a), (b) and (c) are independent components of 
smoothest physical properties. (d), (e) and (f) are independent components of sharper 
physical properties. (g) , (h), and (i) are in dependent components of sharpest physi.cal 
properties. 
Reducing the effect of the inversion artifact·S, specifically in the magnetic inversion, 
deman:ds to provide deep information aQout physlcal properties. Incorporàting other 
techniques such as sei smic an:d .electromagnetic imaging can help to capture more 
geological features from modeled physical properties. If there is any coupling•between 
physical property distributi0ns, it is possible torun a cooperative inversion between 
multiple geophysical data, which allow inversions converge into more satisfact.ory 
re·sults. 
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4. 7 Conclusion 
We presented a 3D geological feature extraction method from multiple geophysical 
images, where negentropy of multiple physical properties is maximized as a criterion 
of Fast-ICA for the geological source separation. The methodology is tested through 
simulation of synthetic models. We showed that in the presence of non-gaussian 
geological noises, the negentropy maximization is superior to the variance and kurtosis 
maximization. We also showed that increasing the sharpness of the inversions pro duces 
sharper physical property images and improved the performance of the feature 
extraction method. 
The advantage of this methodology is that the simulated petrophysical system allows 
considering the geological features as spatially coexisting patterns inside 
multidimensional physical properties. Interpretation ofthese kinds of complicated and 
mixed petrophysical systems is a challenge to post-inversion qualitative geophysical 
interpretations. We simulated a petrophysical system with multiple physical properties 
that are images of overlapped geological features, including a complex background 
geology and two chronologically distinct chemical alteration overprints on rock units. 
We show that the feature extraction through ICA is a useful tool for post-inversion 
semi-automatic interpretations which requires no prior geological or petrophysical 
information for geological feature extraction. 
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Résumé 
L'interprétation automatisée de plusieurs images géophysiques 3D est un sujet 
important dans l'interprétation de données volumineuses et la reconnaissance de formes 
multivariées. Dans le chapitre précédent, nous avons introduit la maximisation 
négentropique des propriétés physiques comme un moyen de découvrir des modèles 
géologiques latents à l'intérieur des images de propriétés physiques 3D. Dans cette 
section, nous proposons un algorithme d'intelligence artificielle supervisée généralisée 
qui cherche à reconstruire des cibles géologiques limitées d'observations de forages à 
partir d'images géophysiques 3D. Le Fast-ACI grâce à la maximisation néguentropie 
fournit un ensemble de composants indépendants 3D qui sont séparés au maximum. 
Cependant, les spectres de fréquence de chaque image indépendante de composants 
englobent des caractéristiques interdépendantes qui sont habituellement invisibles au 
cours du processus d'apprentissage de réseau neuronal traditionnel. Dans cette section, 
une transformée continue en ondelettes est utilisée pour décomposer les composants 
indépendants des propriétés physiques, puis la maximisation de la néguentropie a été 
effectuée pour séparer les caractéristiques spectrales des variables latentes afin de 
nourrir le processus d'apprentissage du réseau neuronal. Contrairement aux modèles de 
réseaux neuronaux conventionnels qui sont alimentés avec toutes les fonctionnalités 
d'entrée disponibles pour apprendre des cibles spécifiques, un algorithme de sélection 
de sous-ensembles spectraux hybrides (SSSH) est proposé ici pour sélectionner 
automatiquement la combinaison optimale des caractéristiques spectrales des 
propriétés indépendantes. Une optimisation bi-objective utilisant l'algorithme 
génétique a été incorporée pour minimiser une fonction objective globale qui tient 
compte à la fois des poids de réseau neuronal et du nombre de caractéristiques d'entrée 
spectrales pour l'apprentissage de la régularisation. L'algorithme d'apprentissage 
spectral est formé, testé et évalué sur le système épithermal de Newton et montre une 
capacité robuste dans la prédiction 3D de cibles géologiques, y compris les 
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concentrations de forage Au et les lithotypes mafiques à felsiques provenant de 
multiples images de propriétés physiques. Comparés aux méthodes d'interpolation 3D 
conventionnelles, telles que le maillage direct 3D et le krigeage, les modèles 
géologiques 3D récupérés avec l'apprentissage spectral ajoutent une valeur prédictive 
à notre entreprise géologique dans des endroits sans information de forage. 
Abstract 
Automated interpretation of multiple 3D geophysical images is an important topic in 
large data interpretation and multivariate pattern recognition. In the previous chapter, 
we introduced the negentropy maximization of physical properties to uncover latent 
geological patterns inside 3D physical property images. In this section, we propose a 
generalized supervised artificial intelligence algorithm that seeks to rebuild geological 
targets from 3D geophysical images. The ICA through negentropy maximization 
provides a set of 3D independent components that are maximally separated. However, 
the frequency spectra of each independent component image encompass 
interdependent features that are usually unseen during traditional artificial neural 
network (ANN) learning process. A continuons wavelet transform is used to 
decompose the independent components of physical properties, and then negentropy 
maximization was performed to separate spectral features oflatent variables to feed the 
ANN learning process. Unlike conventional ANN models that are supplied with ali 
available input features to learn specifie targets, a feature subset selection (FSS) 
algorithm automatically selects the optimum combination of spectral features from 
independent components of the physical properties. A bi-objective optimization using 
a genetic algorithm (GA) is incorporated to minimize a global objective function that 
considers both ANN weights and number of spectral input features for learning 
regularization. The spectral learning algorithm is trained, tested and evaluated on 
Newton epithermal system and shows a robust capability in the 3D prediction of 
geological targets, including borehole Au concentrations and mafic to felsic lithotypes 
from multiple physical property images. Compared to conventional 3D interpolation 
methods such as 3D direct gridding and kriging, the 3D geological models recovered 




A fundamental problem m integrated geophysical interpretation is the proper 
geological understanding of multiple inverted physical property images, which 
demands high dimensional techniques for extraction of geological information from 
mode led physical property images. Study of seismic attributes is an example of high 
dimensional pattern recognition that seeks to extract relevant geological features from 
broadband seismic data (Brown, 1996; Chen and Sidney, 1997; Chopra and Pruden, 
2003; Lindseth, 2005; Chopra, 2008; Hall, 2016). In mineral exploration, treatment of 
multiple non-seismic data also put forth a similar pattern recognition problem, which 
seeks to extract relevant geological features from modeled potential field and 
electromagnetic data in the form of multiple 3D physical property images. 
Several techniques are available for feature extraction in the high dimensional space, 
and this can be seen as a dimensionality increase problem that consequently leads to an 
overload of information (Murtaugh et al., 2000). Spectral decomposition of 
geophysical images, for example, provides a robust way for feature extraction in the 
frequency domain (Sinha et al., 2005; Castagna and Sun, 2006). However, the 
underlying patterns inside the high dimensional images are just related to certain 
frequencies, and sometimes most of the decomposed spectra are redundant. The 
question is that which frequency or frequency ranges are geologically relevant. This, 
in turn, can be seen as a dimensionality reduction problem, in which one tries to extract 
the best representative components of high dimensional images to facilitate the visual 
interpretations and machine learning optimization (Liu and Motoda, 2012). 
Conventionally, high redundancy in the spectral domain is treated by incorporation of 
principal component analysis (PCA) to extract the principal components of multiple 
images (Hyviirinen and Oja, 2000). In the previous chapter, we explained why PCA is 
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not a good choice for separation of overlapped features inside multiple physical 
property images. Altematively, independent component analysis (ICA), specifically 
the negentropy maximization approach was proposed as a robust tool in the separation 
of background lithotypes from alteration events ( chapter IV). However, the spectra of 
the independent components still contain certain hidden overlapped features in 
different frequencies. Honorio et al. (2014) utilize a similar approach for visualization 
of seismic broadband data in different frequencies. They used ICA to maximize non-
gaussianity of the decomposed seismic frequency volume and stacked the resulting 
independent components in three red, green and blue (RGB) channels. The single RGB 
image provided a better way to delineate a sedimentary channel system. However, their 
approach involves manual selection and stacking of representative independent 
components of the decomposed sei smic data. 
Extraction of spectral features provides a way to feed machine learning algorithm with 
more detailed features, but the problem of "relevance" is still unsolved. Also, it is 
challenging to decide how much dimensionality reduction is necessary to present the 
most prominent spectral features to machine learning algorithms. Feature subset 
selection (FSS) provides a powerful tool for intelligent dimensionality reduction and 
feature leaming (Zhao and Liu, 2011; Liu and Motoda, 2012). FSS reduces the size of 
a large set of the input features to a new set ofrelatively small and representative input 
features that improve the accuracy of ANN prediction. Therefore, unlike conventional 
statistical dimensionality reduction methods that are blind source separation 
algorithms, there is a criterion for selection of the best features that can be expressed 
as optimization of the neuralleaming process, in the light of the optimization of both 
neural weights and number of selected input fe atur es (Zhao and Liu, 2011 ). 
The spectral feature subset selection (SFSS) procedure in this study is seen as a bi-
objective optimization problem in which both the ANN weights and number of the 
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selected features are updated in different iterations. Several heuristic algorithms are 
known that solve these kinds ofmulti-objective optimization problems, such as genetic 
algorithms (Shapiro, 2002; V an Coillie et al., 2007) and particle swarm optimization 
(Clerc, 2013). We use a bi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) optimization to optimize 
the ANN weights as well as to find the most adaptable combination of input spectral 
fe atur es in the supervised machine learning procedure. The advantage of this approach 
is that it can direct the learning of ANN in a waythat only a relevant set of input features 
are allowed to be used during the learning process. 
The predicted outputs of this SFSS prograrn are the estimated geological targets, as 
well as selected sets of spectral features related to each geological target. The selected 
features and predicted targets also provide a unique way for interpreters to see which 
spectral features inside physical properties are prominent in relation to certain 
geological targets. 
5.2 Theory and methods 
Our proposed 3D spectral FSS algorithm works for not only dimensionality reduction 
but also the separation of high dimensional spectral overlapped features. We offer an 
algorithm that automatically selects the best representative components based on multi-
objective machine learning optimization. However, FSS demands several 
preprocessing steps that are explained in the previous chapters of this thesis, including 
3D inversion of geophysical data and 3D feature extraction methods. 
It is evident that the accuracy of geophysical modeling is critically important in the 
subsequent feature extraction and selection procedures. 3D inversion algorithms are 
dedicated to tackling this problem. As we discussed in chapter two and three of this 
Ph.D. thesis for the Newton epithermal deposit, the cooperative inversion can enhance 
the inverted physical property images. Even if the geophysical inversion provides the 
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most accurate physical property distributions, each physical property image provides 
only partial information about subsurface geology. We modeled this phenomenon 
through a linear mixing process in chapter four and proposed an independent 
component analysis through negentropy maximization to reconstruct the hidden 
geological features from multiple physical property images. The advantage of this 
method is that it can separate the host geology from alteration overprints in a 
multidimensional physical property space. 
Subsequently, spectral decomposition reveals many latent features that are not properly 
visible in the spatial domain. The major difficulty arises in extraction and selection of 
the spectral features, due to the statistical interdependence of features in varions 
spectra. Spectral decomposition of images also overloads the computational cost of 
interpretation and demands a methodology to pick the best spectral representation of 
1mages. 
The algorithm proposed in this chapter is based on the results introduced in chapters II, 
III and IV, plus spectral feature extraction and feature selection algorithms presented 
in this chapter in the MATLAB environment. Thus, the whole process involves five 
major phases (Figure 5.1): 
1. 3D inversion of geophysical data (chapters II and III) 
2. Separation of physical properties through ICA ( chapter IV). 
3. Spectral decomposition of independent components through a continuons wavelet 
transform (CWT). 
4. Dimensionality reduction and separation of raw spectral features through ICA. 
5. SFSS based on a supervised ANN feature selection algorithm optimized by amulti-
objective genetic algorithm (GA). 
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T11e objective is to present a robust wayto train ANN with automatically selected input 
spectral features to predict specifie geological targets. In the following sections, we 
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Figure 5.1 Workflow of feature selection algorithm designed for geological 
interpretation. 
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5.2.1 Wavelet-ICA feature extraction 
Continuons wavelet transforms (CWT) has been applied in vanous fields, as an 
alternative to Fourier analysis for feature extraction (Kumar, 1997; Moreau et al., 1997; 
Li et al., 2006; Liu, 2009). As small packets ofwaves, wavelets are defined by a specifie 
frequency and decay towards either end. Therefore, the wavelet transform, in contrast 
to the Fourier transform, uses base functions (wavelets) with smooth ends (Lau and 
Weng 1994, Mackenzie et al. 2001). Since wavelets can be stretched and translated in 
both frequency and space, they can easily map changes of underlying features in the 
spatial-frequency domain. In other word, instead of dividing the images into 
overlapping segments and computing the power spectrum for each segment, the 
wavelet transform uses short packets of waves that better map local changes in the 
images (Trauth, 2015). 
Mathematically, the 2D CWT of an image I (x, y) is defined as a decomposition of Ion 
translated and dilated mother wavelet 'JI (x, y). Thus, the 2D CWT coefficients are given 
by: 
(V.l) 
Where b1 and b2 are defining the spatial translation, a > 1 is the scale, and 'JI* is the 
complex conjugate of the mother wavelet 'JI (x, y). 
In this study, a 2D implementation of CWT is used in MATLAB environment to 
calculate spectral fe atur es of 3D physical properties' in dependent components for 
successive horizontal slices. A Mexican Hat mother wavelet is used to calculate the 
wavelet coefficients of the 2D images (Figure 5.2): 
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5 2.2 1>u[1ervise:d 911iftcial neural netwotk~(ANN) 
ANNs 'have. been ûsed vastly in ne.atly ali are.as o'f scientific and en@neering 
'di~cipfines. ANNs have alre.aày oe.én tre.ated as.a nôt!line.ar alternative t:o .traditional 
modcls for pa1iem Classi fi cationAime series anal y sis, and re~sSi on problems(Bi sliop, 
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Essentially, an ANN is a mathematical tool inspired by biological NNs, consists of 
many interconnected artificial neurons as its building blocks. Each neuron is connected 
to the other neuron with a numerical synaptic weight. Training is merely the process of 
adjustment of these interconnected weights in a way that it produces a meaningful 
output, compatible with our targets ( expensive geological observations in this study). 
V arions ANN algorithms are evolved for evaluating the complex relationships in 
science and engineering. The most general and most widely used ANN model is the 
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). The basic building block of this mo del is the 
Perceptron, a mathematical analog of the biological neuron, first described by 
Rosenblatt (1962). In this model as is shown in Figure 5.3, the integrated weights and 
bias es of input vectors (x) are activated by a sigmoid function (activation function) to 
produce the output (y): 
1 (V.3) Y= 1 + e-k.cr 
R 
In which cr= L wJ"xJ and k is the factor determining the shape of the sigmoid. R is 
)~1 
the number of inputs. 
In Figure 5.4, an MLP structure is shown. After setting the initial weights randomly, 
the network is ready to train. Then, the output will be compared to the target in an 
iterative process, adjusting the weights of the ANN. This can be done by defining a 
Performance or Objective Function (E) and minimizing it over N training samples. E 
is defined as !east mean square (LMS) of the output vector (y;), and the desired output 
or the target vector (t;): 
1 LN fj· )2 E=- t - y, ,. N ., ' 
i-1 
(V4) 
T·he !VILP networks are use fu! Î!l patarJleler estimait on ot extt;emely c.om_plex problems 
in earth sciences. Ta s·eparate two oF mor•e groups of pattenis in our input data is an 
important .classification problemi!l mat\Y fiel'ds of science and engineering. Sometimes 
it is· straight.ferward to separate two groups of geophysi cai patterndinearly, but saàiy,. 
most signatures· in large data sets are no t !inearly separable (Haupt 2009). 
Input layer Outplll I.Jiyer 
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Figure 5.4 A multilayer perceptron (seven inputs and five neurons in the hidden layer) 
maps a set of inputs (XR) onto an appropriate output (y). Defining a performance 
function (F) during the back-propagation process updates the synaptic weights to make 
output cl oser to the specified target. 
Suppose, we are going to determine the lithological type of rocks based on physical 
properties ( e.g., electrical resistivity and magnetic susceptibility). For example in 
Figure 5.5, physical properties of rocks in the left side can be separated linearly. 
However, in a more complex condition, instead of one straight line, we have to plot 
severallines to separate one class (the blue lithology) from others (the red lithology). 
ANN s can help us to do this process automatically for large number of data points. The 
extra lines can be created in the hyper-dimensions provided by the hidden layer of the 
network, separating different groups of patterns with any degree of complexity. That 
make ANNs universal pattern recognizers. 
Despite successful applications of ANN s m nearly all branches of sc1ence and 
engineering, we still face many problems and potential pitfalls. A potential pitfall is 
over-fitting problem. Building too complex network (too many neurons and too many 
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iterations) sometimes gives us noisy outputs. On the other side, under-fitting would 
happen when too simple network is created that sometimes gives rise to under-
estimated values. Preprocessing of original datais also an important criterion. Random 
noises in inputs or targets can propagate through networks and disturb the outputs. For 
example, surficial noises in geophysical images can lead to under-estimation in final 
results. Smoothing the inputs and targets can reduce spurious effects, but it can also 
eliminate useful attributes in the images and this lead even to over-estimation in final 
models. Obviously, there is an optimum smoothness filtering strategy to avoid over-
fitting and under-fitting effects (Zhang, 2007; Siddique and Adeli, 2013). 
Choose an efficient algorithm is critical because a suitable learning algorithm can make 
a considerable difference in final estimations. Levenberg-Marquardt optimization 
technique (Marquardt, 1963, Nocedal and Wright 2006) is a robust technique for 
minimizing the performance function. This algorithm is a fast method for training 
ANNs (up to several hundred weights). It also has an efficient implementation in 
MATLAB, because the solution of the matrix equation is a built-in function in 
MATLAB environment (Siddique and Adeli, 2013). 
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Figure 5.5 Linearly (left) and nonlinearly (right) separable two-object classification 
problems. 
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Because of the local minima problem inherent in nonlinear optimization procedures, 
finding a global optimal or better local solution is the goal of an effective learning 
process. Several novel heuristic stochastic techniques are able to solve this complex 
hyper-dimensional optimization problem, including Ant Colony Optimization 
(Martens et al., 2007; Dorigo, 2004), Simulated Annealing Optimization (Tsuzuki, 
2014), Particle Swarm Optimization (Clerc, 2013) and Evolutionary methods like 
Genetic Algorithms - GA (Haupt, 2004). In this study, we use a GA optimization 
technique to simultaneously minimize the ANN cost function as well as the number of 
input features (see section 5.2.3). 
5.2.3 Spectral FSS optimization through GA optimization 
One of the advanced algorithms for feature selection is the genetic algorithm (GA). 
GAs mimic the evolutionary process of natural selection and mutation m living 
organisms to solve nonlinear optimization problems (Haupt, 2004). In GAs, 
calculations begin with initializing the input parameters that we wish to optimize. 
These considerations are codified in an objective function or cost function with 
different weights depending on the survivability of individuals. The best-fitted 
individuals meet the specifications of the objective function and survive, while the rest 
of the population extinct (Gen and Cheng, 1997). 
In GAs, the optimal solution emerges out of parallel processing among the population 
with complex fitness landscape. The whole idea is moving the population away from 
local optima that classical hill climbing techniques usually might be trapped in. This 
makes GA an extremely robust global optimization technique that can resolve the 
traditional problem of local pockets existing in older optimization routines (Haupt, 
2004). The GA algorithm used in this study consists of four steps (Gen and Cheng, 
1997): 
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1. Initializing Population: Encoding the problem in a string of a random population. 
2. Calculate fitness of each solution. 
3. Select pairs of parent strings based on the fitness. 
4. Generate a new population by random change (using crossover and mutation) 
until a new population has been produced. 
The algorithm repeats step 1 to 4 until an optimal solution is achieved (Figure 5.6). If 
we reiterate the pro cess of evaluation, selection, crossover, and mutation, the algorithm 
will get doser and doser to the optimal global solution. GAs can process a large 
number of variables. They provide a group of optimal as well as the single best solution 
(Global Optimal). They are excellent at finding global minimum rather than being 




Figure 5.6 A general GA flowchart. Random change indudes crossover and mutation 
that produces new population better fitted to the environmentallandscape. 
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Today, evolutionary methods are promising techniques in the field of AI, and GAs are 
universal solving problems tools in the economy, sociology, engineering, and 
environmental science. Haupt et al. (2009), enlisted many environmental applications 
of GAs. Xu et al. (20 11) have presented an application of genetic programming to pipe 
failures modeling in water distribution systems. Matthews (2001) has applied GAs to 
multi-objective land-use planning. Severa! other applications are building empirical 
models of data, (Haupt, 2006), atmospheric data assimilation with a GA (Kalnay, 
2003), and even using a GA to find steadily translating solutions of a highly nonlinear 
fifth order partial differentiai equation (Haupt et al., 2009). Sorne researchers also 
suggested that global search techniques like the GAs might help ANNs learning to 
move away from local minima (Tahmasebi and Hezarkbani, 2009). 
However, sorne disadvantages are the Jack of viable convergence criteria and the fact 
that they are not weil known for their speed, However, through the careful choice of 
GA parameters, we can improve the speed of the optimization. Nevertheless, engineers, 
for example in the field of robotics, are concerned with speed; applied scientists are 
more interested to find a better solution using heuristic approaches to enhance the 
convergence. The GAis such an approach (Haupt, 2004). 
In this study, we use an implementation of the Nondominated Sorting Genetic 
Algorithm (NSGA) proposed by Srinivas and Deb (1995) in the MATLAB 
environment. NSGA optimizes a global bi-objective cost function in the form of: 
(V.S) 
Where fis the global cost function operator. The bi-objective GA simultaneously 
minimizes the number of spectral features (nf) as weil as neural networks cost (EANN). 
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5.3 Results 
We first ran several tests to justify and evaluate our SFSS algoritlun on 2D images 
(Appendix B). This simulation helped us to make sure that the SFSS works and is 
superior to the conventional ANN predictions. Then we rewrote the MATLAB code to 
predict geological targets in 3D, in the case of 3D lithotype estimation, as well as 3D 
Au grade estimation. We show that the SFSS is able to reconstruct the 3D geological 
targets robustly and provides a set of selected spectral features that are well matched to 
the relevant geological targets in 3D. 
We used data from Newton Gold deposit (Chapters II and III) to interpolate lithotypes 
and Au grade data using the SFSS algorithm. The 3D procedure is similar to the simpler 
2D algoritlun used in Appendix B, except that the calculations of raw spectral features 
are repeated for all horizontal slices. From unevenly distributed borehole data (Figure 
5.7), the lithotype data and Au concentrations in g/t (Figure 5.8a and 5.8d) are used for 
Newton epithermal system characterization. The borehole lithotypes of the Newton 
deposit are sorted according to their magnetic properties from low magnetic felsic 
volcanic rocks and intrusions to high magnetic mafic volcanic rocks and diorites. Those 
data are interpolated with nearest neighbor (direct gridding) and kriging methods. As 
can be seen in Figure 5.8, the traditional interpolation methods are not able to add any 
new geological information in places without borehole data. 
However, the SFSS algorithm presented in this study is able to compare the geophysical 
images to geological targets and learn how to reconstruct the targets from spectral 
features extracted from 3D physical property models. The physical property models 
are derived from cooperative inversion (Abbassi et al., 2018a, and Abbassi et al., 
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Figure 5.7 Location of boreholes in Newton epithermal system (a), versus density of 
borehole data points in 3D (b ). Borehole data are available in places with densities 
more than one. In places without data points, conventional interpolations methods do 
not work properly. 
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Figure5.8Interpolation ofgeological targets with conventional methods. (a) Lithotype 
data (maficifelsic). (b) Nearest-neighbor interpolation of lithotypes. (c) Kriging of 
lithotypes. (d) Au grade data. (e) lfearest-neighbor interpolatiPn of Au grades. (f) 
Kriging of Au grades. 
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A preliminary Fast-ICA separates the 1 atent features insid~ the multiple ph y sica! 
propetty im a,ges. The results are shown in Figure. 5. 10, in the form of three negentropy 
opnmized in dependent corn potlents. 
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Figure 5.10 Thr ee in dependent componento (lC!i) of the physical propertieo cal culated 
throu8h negentropy maximization. 
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Th en, three mdependent components are decomposed to form a set of raw spectral 
features through a contmuous wave1et transform. We calculated the 2D wavelet 
coefficsents for five scales and in 24 directions (every 15") We decsded to use only 
five scales because we observed that for more than five scales the changes sn Jow-
frequency features (hsgh scales) would disappear and there won't be any difference sn 
the raw spectral features for scales more than five. The 3D spectral decomposshon u 
sterated for the three tru hal sn dependent components and has produced 360 (5 * 24 "' 
3) raw features contasning severa! frequency-dependent raw features that are needed to 
be extracted further Figure 5.1 1 demonstrates the raw spectral features sliced at the 
elevation of 1000 m. 
F ieu re 5.11 Raw 3D spectral features produce by CWT with 5 scales m 24 <hrecllons 
(0", 15•. 30". 45•, 60", 7s•. 90", 105•, 1200. 135•, 150", 165°, 180•. 195•. 2100. 225•. 
240", 255°, 270°, 285°, 300", 315°, 330", 345°,). The extracted features are shced at the 
elevation of 1000 m. 
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Fast- ICA through negentropy maximization separates 360 number of raw features to 
produce the 3D independent spectral inputs necessary for feature selection. The Fast-
ICA algorithm here is also able to reduce the dimensionality of the raw features. The 
best strategyto reduce the dimensionality offeatures depends on two factors including 
computer hardware resources and stability of the SFSS output. Low reductions result 
in high computational costs and severe reductions le ad to loss of valuable information 
and results in poor predictions. There is always an optimum way to moderately reduce 
the dimensionality of features through several testing and running the algorithm by 
user. In cases where there is no hardware limitation, this trial and error strate gy is not 
necessary. We ran the SFSS algorithm two times in parallel for prediction oflithotypes 
and Au grades. For feature selection, we used an MLP network with independent 
spectral features as inputs, 20 neurons in the hidden layer, maximum 30 iterations, and 
one output. 70% of the borehole data are used for training, and the rest is used for 
testing and evaluation. The GA is iterated in 20 generations with 20 population, 70% 
crossover, 40% of mutation and mutation rate of 0. 0 5. 
In the case of lithological predictive mode ling, the dimensionality of the raw spectral 
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Figure 5.12 Total 120 number of separated 3D spectral features after Fast-ICA 
dimensionality reduction for lithological feature selection. The extracted features are 
sliced at the elevation of 1000 m. 
For the lithotypes model reconstruction, evaluation results are compared for both 
conventional ANN optimized with the Levenberg-Marquardt method, as well as SFSS 
algorithm optimized with GA (Figure 5.13). As can be seen, the SFSS algorithm gives 
a better evaluation result with 89% R-squares of the predicted results versus the target 
values. 
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Figure 5.13 Evaluation of lithotype prediction for ANN and FSS algoritluns. R-sq 
denotes the R-squared values. 
The error landscape ofthe lithotype prediction by SFSS is also shown in Figure 5.14. 
As can be seen, the best results (least global error indicated by blue color) come after 
the generation 10 of GA, and for the last generation, SFS S algoritlun selects 78 features 
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forsf!ectral1earning (Figure 5.l5). As can be s.een, the SFSS can recover a:much better 
lithological mode!, compatible with prior information (compare Figure 5. 15b to Figure 
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Figure 5.15 Lithotype predicti·ons: Results ·of3D ANN predictiond (a) versus 3D SFSS 
predictions (b). SFSS resulted in the better reconstruction of lithotypes with Jess 
number of input spectral features (Nf= 78). Results are sliced horiz.ontally at the 
elevation of 1000 m. 
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Figure 5.16 Total 78 number of 3D selected features used for lithotype prediction. The 
selected features are sliced at the elevation of 1000 m. 
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For Au grade prediction, the same network parameters are used, except that this time, 
the Fast-ICA dimensionality reduction has reduced the number ofindependent spectral 
features to 108 (Figure 5.17). 
Evaluation results are compared for both conventional ANN optimized with the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method, as well as SFSS algorithm optimized with GA (Figure 
5 .18). As can be se en, the SFS S algorithm gives a much better evaluation result with 
89% R -squares of the predicted results versus the target values, compared to po or 
results ofthe conventional ANN with 33% R-squares. 
Figure 5.17 Total 108 number of separated 3D spectral features after Fast-ICA 
dimensionality reduction for Au grade feature selection. The extracted features are 
sliced at the elevation of 1000 m. 




















Figure 5.18 Evaluation of Au grade prediction for ANN and FSS algorithms. R-sq 
denotes the R-squared values. 
The err or lands cape of the Au grade prediction by SFSS is also shown in Figure 5.19. 
As can be seen, the best results (least global error indicated by blue color) come after 
the generation ten of GA, and for the last generation, SFSS algorithm selects 96 features 
for spectrallearning (Figure 5.20). The SFSS is able to recover a much better Au grade 
model compared to conventional ANN estimations. The SFSS selects 96 out of 108 
138 
features (Figure 5.21), whith means 12 spectral features were extremely redundant in 
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Figure 5.19 The bi-objective 'error landscape of SFSS algorithm during Au grade 
estimation. 
Figure 5.20 Au grade predictions: Results of 3D ANN predictions (a) versus 3D SFSS 
predictions (b). SFSS resulted in better reconstruction of Au .grade distributions with 
Jess number of input spectral features (li//). Results are ·siiced horizontally at the 
elevation of 1000m. The gray shadedzone is the outhne ofmineralization. 
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Figure 5.21 Total 96 number of 3D selected features used for lithotype prediction. The 
selected features are sliced at the elevation of 1000 m. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we proposed a spectral feature selection algorithrn for supervised 
learning of geological patterns to do 3D predictive modeling from 3D inverted physical 
properties. Our work is based on the synergy between the ICA and CWT feature 
extraction methods and multi-objective machine learning optimization through GA for 
feature selection. The spectral feature extraction method here provided the inputs of 
the feature selection algorithrn, and we showed that our SFSS algorithm is able to pick 
the relevant spectral features that are necessary for 3D predictive modeling of the 
targets. 
The practical implementation of the SFSS algorithm is also evaluated for an epithermal 
Au deposit in Canada ( chapter II and III of this the sis). The results show the spectral 
learning scheme proposed can efficiently learn geological patterns to make predictions 
based on 3D physical property inputs. The SFSS also minimizes the number of the 
extracted spectral features and for each target learning case tries to pick the best 
representative geophysical spectral features. This also makes a possibility for 
interpreters to not only have a predictive model at the end but also have an 
understanding about the relevant (selected by SFSS) and irrelevant (features that are 
ignored by SFSS) features. 
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CHAPTER VI 
GENERAL CONCLUSION 
In this Ph.D. thesis, new methodologies are tested and evaluated for 3D integrated 
interpretation of multiple geophysical images targeting mineral deposits. 3D inverse 
mode ling of multiple geophysical data, multivariate statistics, and machine leaming 
methods are used to develop a 3D integrated interpretation methodology. 
In the first two chapter, we explored the challenges related to practical3D inversion of 
geophysical data targeting the Newton epithermal Gold-Silver deposit in Canada. In 
chapter II, we used MVI modeling to recover the vector properties of rocks' 
magnetizations, combined with sharp inversion methods both for MVI and DC/IP 
inversions to recover the high-contrast variations of the subsurface physical properties. 
We showed that the accuracy ofDC/IP inversion in the localization of a Gold-rich zone 
in Newton deposit provided a valuable constraint on the magnetic inversion, for better 
localization of the low susceptibility zone associated with mineralization. Therefore, 
we ran a cooperative inversion of multiple data sets based on this physical property 
coup ling. The chargeability results were used to constrain the magnetic inversion. The 
recovered cooperative susceptibilities successfully located the magnetite destructive 
zone associated with the Au enrichments. The value of this methodology is that it does 
not necessarily need any prior information for physical property coupling. The 
coup ling between susceptibilities and chargeabilities (or any other types of physical 
properties) can be tested through calculation of forward responses of them. This 
methodology is potentially reproducible in cooperative inversion between other 
geophysical methods with slight modifications. 
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In chapter III, we explored the geophysical properties of Newton deposit on the 
regional, prospect and deposit scale. In this chapter, we presented more geological and 
petrophysical details about the Newton deposit. Geophysical images identified severa! 
geological features successfully on different scales. 
The cooperative magnetic-DC/IP inversion results were also used for petrophysical 
interpretation. Four petrophysical domains were inferred from cross-correlation of 
physical properties, detecting the footprints of the porphyritic intrusions, sulfide 
dissemination, magnetite-bearing alterations, and silicifications. 
In chapter IV, higher order statistical algorithms are applied for geological source 
separation. A 3D geological feature extraction method was presented from multiple 
geophysical images, through maximization of negentropy of multiple physical 
properties as a cri teri on of Fast- ICA. The methodology was tested through simulation 
of synthetic models. We showed that the negentropy maximization is superior to the 
variance and kurtosis maximization in geological source separation. We also showed 
that increasing the sharpness of the inversions produces sharper physical property 
images and improved the performance of the feature extraction method. We show that 
the feature extraction through ICA is a useful tool for post-inversion semi-automatic 
interpretations which requires no prior geological or petrophysical information for 
geological feature extraction. 
In chapter V, a machine learning algorithm is provided for semi-automatic 
interpretation of multiple geophysical images. We proposed a spectral feature selection 
algorithm for supervised learning of geological patterns to do 3D predictive mode ling 
from 3D inverted physical properties. Our work is based on a synergy between the ICA 
and CWT feature extraction methods and multi-objective machine learning 
optimization through a genetic algorithm for feature selection. The spectral feature 
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extraction method here provided the inputs of the feature selection algorithm, and we 
showed that our SFSS algorithm is able to pick the relevant spectral features that are 
necessary for 3D predictive modeling of the targets. The practical implementation of 
the SFSS algorithm was also evaluated for an epithermal Au deposit in Canada (chapter 
II and III of this thesis). The results show the spectrallearning scheme proposed is able 
to efficiently learn geological patterns to make predictions based on 3D physical 
property inputs. The SFSS also minimizes the number of the extracted spectral features 
and for each target learning case tries to pick the best representative geophysical 
spectral features. This also makes a possibility for interpreters to not only have a 
predictive model at the end but also have an understanding about the relevant (selected 
by SFSS) and irrelevant (features that are ignored by SFSS) features. 
APPENDIX A 
MA TLAB PROGRAMS FOR 2D SFSS 
A.l Main MATLAB program: SpectralFeatureLearning.m 
%% 20 SFSS 
% This Matlab program is a two-dimensional version o f the 
Spectral Feature Subset Selection (SFSS ) . 
% Author: 
% Bahman Abbassi (bahman.abbassi@uqat. ca) 
% Institut de Recherche en Mines et en Environnement (IRME) 
% Université du Québec en Abitibi-Témiscamingue (UQAT) 
% This hybrid program uses several default Matlab functions 
including 20 interpola tion functions, Continuous Wavelet 
Transform (CWT) functions, 
% as well as open source functions for Fast-ICA provided by 
Brian Moore in 
% htt ps : //www . mat hworks . com/matl abce ntral / fi leexchange/38300-
pca- a nd- i ca- packa ge 
% And Feature Subset Sel ection (FSS) functions from 





%% 1. All parameters: 
%--------------------------------------------------
Image1 = im2double(rgb2gray(imread( 1 Image1 .png 1)) ) ; 
original images 
Image2 = im2double(rgb2gray(imread( 1 Image2 .png 1) )) ; 
original images 
Image3 = im2double(rgb2gray(imread( 1 Image3 .png 1 ))) ; 
original images 
Par amete r = 1; %Just for display purpose ... 





mu1 ~ 0; sigm1 ~ 5; skew1 ~ 1; kurt1 5; %% Non-Gaussian 
(Pearson) Noise added to Mixed PPs 
mu2 ~ 0; sigm2 ~ 5; skew2 ~ 1; kurt2 ~ 4; %% Non-Gaussian 
(Pearson) Noise added to Mixed PPs 
mu3 ~ 0; sigm3 ~ 5; skew3 ~ -1; kurt3 4; %% Non-Gaussian 
(Pearson) Noise added to Mixed PPs 
numberoffeatures = 3; % Number of Initial ICA Features: this 
can be equal or less than the number of the original images. 
sigma1 ~ 0.00001; 














wavelet spectra of the 
separated spectra sigma3 
sigma4 
0.5; 
0.5; % Smooth the 2D predicted pattern 
Scale ~ 20; 
Angle ~ 4; 
wavelet shift and 
Scale Expand ~ 1; 
% Number of directions where the mother 
expand during the CWT. 
% Scale Expand determines how the scale 
values are sampled. 
Scales ~ 1:Scale Expand: (Scale*Scale Expand); 
of the scales. 
% The values 
Freqs = 1000* scal2frq(Scales, 'mexh',l); %The 
corresponding frequencies for mexican hat mother wavelet. 
Angless ~ 0:180/Angle:180-180/Angle; % The values 
of the Angles (directions) in degree. 
Angles~ (Angless/180)*pi; % The values 
of the Angles (directions) in radian. 
DR = 0.5; % ICA dimensionality reduction after CWT. Here 
dimensionality is reduced to half. 
r2 ~ round(DR * (numberoffeatures*Scale*Angle)) 
independent spectral features: inputs of the FSS. 
% Number of 
TrPercent = 70; 
training. 





% Percentage of the data used for 
% Number of the neurons in the hidden 
% Number of the ANN optimization 
Maxit ~ 5; 
Iterations. 




% Genetic Algorithm (GA) Maximum Number of 
% GA Population Size 
0.7; % Crossover 
nCrossover 2*round(pCrossover*nPop/2);% Number of crossovers 
pMutation 0.4; % Mutation Percentage 
nMutation = round(pMutation*nPop); % Number of Mutants 
mu ~ 0.1; % Mutation Rate: If SFSS algorithm didn't leave out 
the redundant features, then increase the mutation rate for 
more strict selection. 
q1 ~ 0. 7 5; % Inputs for training traverse 1: Direction 
target pixels sampling. 
q2 ~ 0. 25; % Inputs for training traverse 2: Direction 
target pixels sampling. 
v1 ~ 0. 7 5; % Target for training traverse 1: Direction 
target pixels sampling. 
v2 ~ 0. 25; % Target for training traverse 2: Direction 
target pixels sampling. 
%% 2. The simulation of a mixing Process 
%--------------------------------------------------
Imagel = imresize(Imagel, resize); Imagel = 
imgaussfilt (Image1,sigma1); 
[G, H] ~ size(Image1); 
Image2 ~ imresize (Image2, [G H]); Image2 
imgaussfilt (Image2,sigma1); 
Image3 ~ imresize (Image3, [G H]); Image3 
imgaussfilt(Image3,sigma1); 





[Noise1,type1] ~ pearsrnd(mu1,0.001*sigm1,skew1,kurt1,G,H); 
% r = pearsrnd(mu,sigma,skew,kurt,m,n) m-by-n Pearson system 
mean mu, 
[Noise2,type2] ~ pearsrnd(mu2,0.001*sigm2,skew2,kurt2,G,H); 
% standard deviation sigma, skewness skew, and kurtosis kurt. 
[Noise3,type3] ~ pearsrnd(mu3,0.001*sigm3,skew3,kurt3,G,H); 





ImageMixl 0.2*Imagel + 0.5*Image2 + 0.3*Image3; ImageMixl ~ 
ImageMixl + Noisel; 
ImageMix2 0.35*Imagel + 0.2*Image2 + 0.45*Image3; ImageMix2 
= ImageMix2 + Noise2; 
ImageMix3 ~ 0.25*Imagel + 0.55*Image2 + 0.20*Image3; ImageMix3 
= ImageMix3 + Noise3; 
Images= cat(3,ImageMixl,ImageMix2,ImageMix3); % mixed images 
mat rix 
fig('Name', 'Original Images and Mixed 









title('Mixed Image l') 
subplot(2,3,5), imshow(ImageMix2) 
title('Mixed Image 2') 
subplot(2,3,6), imshow(ImageMix3) 
title('Mixed Image 3') 
saveas(gcf, ['Inputimages Mixed' num2str(Parameter) '.jpg']) 
pause(0.5); 
%% 3. Blind Source Separation (BSS): Fast-ICA for initial 
separation of images 
%--------------------------------------------------
PPs ~ cat(3,ImageMixl(:), ImageMix2(:), ImageMix3(:)); PPs 
PPs(:, :) ; PPs = PPs'; 
[nFastiCA_pp, WICA2, TICA2, muiCA2] ~ 
fastiCA(PPs,numberoffeatures, 'negentropy' ); 
%{'kurtosis', 'negentropy'} specifies which flavor of non-
Gaussianity to maximize. The default value is type = 
'kurtosis' 
nFastiCA_pp nFastiCA_pp'; 
xx3d ~ l:l:H; 
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yy3d ~ 1:1:G; 
[XI3d,YI3d] ~ meshgrid(xx3d,yy3dl; 
for ss = l:numberoffeatures 
nFastiCA_pp_IC(:, :,ssl ~ 
griddata(XI3d(:I,YI3d(:l,nFastiCA_pp(:,ssi,XI3d,YI3d, 'nearest' 
1; nFastiCA_pp_IC(:, :,ssl ~ 






fig ( 'Name', 'IC 
Features', 'units', 'inches', 'width',B, 'height',3, 'font', 'Helvet 
ica', 'fontsize',l2) 
for sss = l:numberoffeatures 
subplot(plt1,plt2,sssl, 
imshow(histeq(nFastiCA_pp_IC(:, :,sssl 11 
title ( [ 'IC ', num2str (sssl,' '] 1 
end 
saveas (gcf, [ 'IC Features' num2str ( Parameterl ' . jpg'] 1 
pause(51; 
%% 4. Spectral Feature Extraction 
%--------------------------------------------------
for kkk ~ 1:numberoffeatures 
Feature ~ nFastiCA_pp IC(:, :,kkkl; 
% cwtmor = 
cwtft2(Feature, 'wavelet', 'mexh', 'scales',Scales, 'angles' ,Angle 
s, 'plot', 'norm', 'Ll'); 
cwtmor = 
cwtft2(Feature, 'wavelet', 'mexh', 'scales',Scales, 'angles' ,Angle 
s, 'norm', 'Ll'); 
cwtout = cwtmor.cfs; %X-Y-l-Scales-Angles 
cwtout abs ~ abs(cwtoutl; 
%WLFs = zeros(G*H,Scale*Angle); 
for jj ~ 1:Scale 
for jjj ~ 1 : Angle 
WL ~ cwtout _ abs 1:, :, :, j j, j j j 1; 




% WLFs (:, :,kkkl ~ WLFs; 
Fe(:, :,kkkl ~ WLFs; 
for fss = l:numberoffeatures 
Fs 1:, 1 1 fss-1 1 * 1 Scale*Angle 1 + 11 : fss* 1 Scale*Angle 1 1 
Fe(:, :,fss); % (fss-1)* (Scale*Angle)+fss) 
end 
for rr = l:Angle*Scale*numberoffeatures 
Fs_(:,:,rrl ~ 
griddata(XI3d(:),YI3d(:),Fs(:,rr),XI3d,YI3d, 'nearest' ); 
Fs (:,:,rrl imgaussfilt(Fs (:,:,rrl,sigma21; 
end 
features_plot = numberoffeatures*Angle*Scale; % 
plt3 round( (features_plotiA0.51+1; 
plt4 round( (features plotiA0.51; 
fig('Name', 'Wavelet 
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Features', 'units', 'inches', 'width',B, 'height',B, 'font', 'Helvet 
ica', 'fontsize',9) 
for ssss ~ 1:features_plot 
subplot_tight(plt3, plt4, ssss,OI, 






saveas(gcf,['Wavelet Features' num2str(Parameterl '.jpg'JI 
pause(0.11; 
[nFastiCA, WICA, TICA, muiCA] ~ 
fastiCAWL(Fs',r2, 'negentropy' ); %{'kurtosis', 'negentropy'} 
specifies which flavor of non-Gaussianity to maximize. The 
default value is type= 'kurtosis' 
nFastiCA F ~ nFastiCA'; 
nFastiCA Fs ~ nFastiCA F; 
for rr ~ 1:r2 
nFastiCA_Fs IC(:, :,rrl ~ 
griddata(XI3d(:I,YI3d(:l,nFastiCA_Fs(:,rri,XI3d,YI3d, 'nearest' 
); nFastiCA_Fs_IC(:, :,rr) ~ 








Features', 'units', 'inches', 'width',B, 'height',B, 'font', 'Helvet 
ica', 'fontsize',l2) 
for ssss = l:r2 
subplot_tight(plt3, plt4, ssss,O), 






saveas(gcf, ['Wavelet ICA Features' num2str(Parameter) '.jpg']) 
nFastiCA_Fs_nd ~ cat(3,nFastiCA_pp IC,nFastiCA_Fs ICI; % 
Initial ICs + CWT-ICs 
NumbFeat ~ size(nFastiCA_Fs nd); NumbFeat NumbFeat(1,3); 
pause(0.5); 
%% 5. Traditional ANN prediction: MLP Training 
%--------------------------------------------------
Xtraversx1 ~ nFastiCA_Fs_nd(round(q1*G), :, :) ; Xtraversx1 
permute(Xtraversx1, [2 3 1] ); 
Xtraversx2 ~ nFastiCA_Fs_nd(round(q2*G), :, :) ; Xtraversx2 
permute(Xtraversx2, [2 3 1] ); 
Xtraversy1 ~ nFastiCA_Fs_nd(:,round(v1*H), :) ; Xtraversy1 
permute(Xtraversy1, [1 3 2] ); 
Xtraversy2 ~ nFastiCA_Fs_nd(:,round(v2*H), :) ; Xtraversy2 
permute(Xtraversy2, [1 3 2] ); 
Ytraversx1 ~ Image_targ(round(q1*G), :) ; Ytraversx1 
permute(Ytraversx1, [2 1] ); 
Ytraversx2 ~ Image_targ(round(q2*G), :) ; Ytraversx2 
permute(Ytraversx2, [2 1] ); 
Ytraversy1 Image_targ(:,round(v1*H)); 
Ytraversy2 ~Image targ(:,round(v2*H)); 
X= cat(l,Xtraversxl,Xtraversx2,Xtraversyl,Xtraversy2); % NN 
Inputs 
Y= cat(l,Ytraversxl,Ytraversx2,Ytraversyl,Ytraversy2); % NN 
Targets 
X2 ~ cat(2,nFastiCA_pp,nFastiCA_Fs); % NN Estimation data: 
Initial ICs + CWT-ICs 
DataNum ~ size(X,l); 
InputNum ~ size(X,2); 
OutputNum ~ size(Y,2); 
% Normalization 
MinX min (X); 
Max X max (X); 
Min Y min (Y); 
Max Y max (Y); 
XN X; 
YN Y; 
for ii ~ l:InputNum 
XN(:,ii) ~ Normalize Fcn(X(:,ii),MinX(ii),MaxX(ii) ); 
end 
for ii ~ l:OutputNum 
YN(:,ii) ~ Normalize Fcn(Y(:,ii),MinY(ii),MaxY(ii) ); 
end 
% Test and Train Data 
TrNum 
TsNum 
round(DataNum * TrPercent 1 lOO); 
DataNum - TrNum; 
R ~ randperm(DataNum); 
trindex R(l : TrNum); 





XN(trindex, : 1 ; 
YN(trindex, : 1 ; 
XN(tsindex, : 1 ; 
YN(tsindex, : 1 ; 
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% Network Structure 
pr ~ [-1 1]; 
FR~ repmat(pr,InputNum,1); 
Network ~ newff(PR, [Neurons OutputNum] ,{'tansig' 
'tansig' }, 'trainlm'); 
net.performFcn = 'mse'; 
Network.plotFcns ~ 
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{'plotperform', 'ploterrhist', 'plotregression', 'plotfit', 'plott 
rainstate'}; 












sim(Network,Xtr') '; %Train Output of Net 









% Display Performance Info 
Ytr) 1 % 
Yts) 1 % 
Train Error 
Test Error 
fig('Name', 'ANN: Training and Testing Cross 
Plots', 'units', 'inches', 'width',4, 'height',B, 'font', 'Helvetica 
', 'fontsize' ,12) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(Ytr,YtrNet, 'ok') 





title(['ANN Testing: CC~ ',num2str(lOO*CCts(l,2)),' %']) 
xlabel('Testing Target') 
ylabel('Testing Prediction') 
saveas(gcf, ['ANN_Performance' num2str(Parameter) '.jpg']) 
% Estimation 
DataNum2 ~ size(X2,1); 
InputNum2 ~ size(X2,2); 
% Normalization2 
MinX2 min (X2 1; 
MaxX2 max(X2); 
XN2 X2; 
for ii ~ l:InputNum2 
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XN2(:,ii) ~ Normalize Fcn2(X2(:,ii),MinX2(ii),MaxX2(ii) ); 
end 
YestNet = sim(Network,XN2') '; %Estimation Output of Net 
(Normalized) 
% MLP ANN Predictions 
PredictNN 
griddata(XI3d(:),YI3d(:),YestNet(:,l),XI3d,YI3d, 'nearest'); 
PredPredictNNictl ~ imgaussfilt(PredictNN,sigma4); 
CCEval Before ~ corrcoef(PredictNN(:),Image targ(:) ); 
fig('Name', 'Final Predicted Target with 
ANN', 'units', 'inches', 'width' ,2, 'height' ,2, 'font', 'Helvetica', 
'fontsize', 12) 
Predict_resizedNN = imresize(PredictNN,2); 
Predict_resizedNNl ~ imresize(PredictNN,l2); 
imshow(histeq(Predict_resizedNNl)) 
title(['ANN Prediction: Nf~' num2str(NumbFeat) 
saveas(gcf, ['Predicted_ANN' num2str(Parameter) 
'' J 1 
'. jpg' J 1 
%% 6. SFSS: Multi-Objective Feature Selection Optimization 
through Genetic Algorithm 
x = XN'; 







CostFunction=@(s) FeatureSelectionCost(s,data);% Cost Function 
nVar=data.nx; % Number of Decision Variables 
VarSize=[l nVar]; % Size of Decision Variables Matrix 
% Number of Objective Functions 











if i ~~1 
pop(i) .Position~randi ( [0 1] ,VarSize); 
el se 
pop (il .Position~ones (VarSize); 
end 
[pop(i) .Cost, pop(i) .Out]~CostFunction(pop(i) .Position); 
end 
% Non-Dominated Sorting 
[pop, F]~NonDominatedSorting(pop); 
% Calculate Crowding Distance 
pop~CalcCrowdingDistance(pop,F); 
% Sort Population 
[pop, F]~SortPopulation(pop); 





i1~randi( [1 nPop]); 
p1~pop(i1); 





popc(k,1) .Out]~CostFunction(popc(k,1) .Position); 
[popc(k,2) .Cost, 
popc(k,2) .Out]~CostFunction(popc(k,2) .Position); 
end 




i~randi([1 nPop] ); 
p~pop (i 1; 
popm(k) .Position~Mutate(p.Position,mu); 
[popm(k) .Cost, 







% Non-Dominated Sorting 
[pop, F]~NonDominatedSortinglpop); 
% Calculate Crowding Distance 
pop~CalcCrowdingDistancelpop,F); 
% Sort Population 
[pop, F]~SortPopulationlpop); %#ok 
% Truncate 
pop~popll:nPop); 
% Non-Dominated Sorting 
[pop, F]~NonDominatedSortinglpop); 
% Calculate Crowding Distance 
pop~CalcCrowdingDistancelpop,F); 
% Sort Population 
[pop, F]~SortPopulationlpop); 
% Store Fl 
Fl~pop 1 F{l} 1; 
Fl~GetUniqueMembersiFl); 
% Show Iteration Information 
disp 1 ['Iteration ' num2str lit) '· Number of Fl Members 
num2strlnumel1Fl) Il 1; 
% Plot Fl Costs 
fig('Name', 'Feature Selection 
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Information',' uni ts', 'inches', 'width', 6, 'height', 6, 'font',' Hel 
vetica', 'fontsize',ll) 
PlotCosts 1 F1 1 ; 
title('Last Generation Selected Features versus Errors') 
saveas(gcf, ['Last_Generation Error vs_Nf' 
num2str1Parameter) '.jpg']) 
pausel0.11; 
Qq ~ sizeiF11; Qq ~ Qql:,11; 





Fl lddddl .Out.nf; 
it; 
Resldddd,41 F1lddddl .Out.E; 
Resldddd,5:5 + maxlsizeiF1Iddddl .Out.SI 1-11 
Fl lddddl .Out.S; 
end 
Resl = Res; 
clear Res 
ResSize ~ size1Res11; ResSizeb 
ResSize1 ~ ResSizel1,11; 
ResSize21it,11 ~ ResSize1; 
Res211 + sumiResSize211:it-
ResSizel1,21; 
11 1 :sumiResSize211:itl 1 ,1:ResSizebl Resl; 
end 
% Results of the Feature Selection 
Num states sizeiF11; Num_states Num_statesl:,11; 
for hhhh ~ 1: Num states 
COst s 1 : , hhhh 1 ~ Fl 1 hhhh 1 . Co st; 
end 
A 1:1:Num states; 
B COst s _ 1 1, : 1 ; 
C COst s 1 2, : 1 ; 
[~,Csort] ~ sortiCI; %Get the arder of B 
D ~ AICsortl; 
The Best1 ~ Dl11; 
Selected Fs1 ~ F11The Best11 .Out.S; 
Num_Selected_Fs1 ~ sizeiSelected Fs11; Num Selected Fs1 
Num_Selected_Fs111,21 
pause lü. 51; 




Num Sel size(Selected Fsl); Num Sel 
plt3 ~round( (Num_Sel)AQ.5)+1; 




Features', 'units', 'inches', 'width',lO, 'height',B, 'font', 'Helve 
tica', 'fontsize',lO) 
for ssss ~ l:Num Sel 
subplot_tight(plt3,plt4,ssss,O), 






saveas(gcf, ['Selected_Feature Subsets' num2str(Parameter) 
'. jpg' J 1 







% Initial ICs, Wavelet-ICs. 
% Target 
% Initial ICs, Wavelet-ICs. 
Predictl sim(Fl(The Bestl) .Out.net,XN2 l'); % Predicted 
Target for Feature Selection 1 
CCtr After FSSl ~ 
corrcoef(Fl(The Bestl) .Out.TrainData.t,Fl(The Bestl) .Out.Train 
Data.y); 
CCts After FSSl ~ 




Predictl ~ imgaussfilt(Predictl,sigma4); 
CCEval After FSSl corrcoef(Predictl(:),Image targ(:) ); 
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pause(0.5); 
fig('Name', 'Predicted Targets with ANN and 




ti tle ( [ 'ANN Prediction: Nf ~' num2str (NumbFeat) ' '] ) 
xlabel(['R-squared 'num2str(CCEval Before(1,2)A2) "]) 
subplot(1,2,2) 
Predictl_resized = imresize(Predictl,2); 
imshow(histeq(Predict1_resized)) 
title(['FSS Prediction: Nf~' num2str(Num_Sel) "]) 
xlabel(['R-squared ~' num2str(CCEval_After FSS1(1,2)A2) "] 
saveas (gcf, [ 'Pridicted_ ANN FSS' num2str ( Parameter) ' . jpg'] ) 
pause(0.5); 
% Display Performance Info 
fig('Name', 'FSS: Training and Testing Cross 
Plots', 'units', 'inches', 'width',4, 'height',B, 'font', 'Helvetica 
', 'fontsize', 10) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(F1(The Best1) .Out.TrainData.t,F1(The Best1) .Out.TrainData 
.y,' ok') 
title(['FSS Training: CC~ 





plot (F1 (The Best1) .Out.TestData.t,F1 (The Best1) .Out.TestData.y 
, 'ok' ) 
title(['FSS Testing: CC~ 
',num2str(100*CCts_After FSS1 (1,2)),' %']) 
xlabel('Testing Target') 
ylabel('Testing Prediction') 




fig('Name', 'Evalulation: ANN & 
FSS', 'units', 'inches', 'width' ,4, 'height', 8, 'font', 'Helvetica', 
'fontsize', 11) 
subplot(2,1,11 
plot ( (PredictNN(: 11, (Image targ(: 11, 'ok' 1 
title('Conventional ANN'I 
title(['Conventional ANN: CC~ 
',num2str(lOO*CCEval Before(l,21 1,' %'] 1 
xlabel('Prediction') %x-axis label 
ylabel('Target'l %y-axis label 
subplot(2,1,21 
plot 1 (Predictl 1:11, (Image targ(: 11, 'ok' 1 
title(['Spectral Learning: CC~ 
',num2str(lOO*CCEval_After FSS1(1,21 1,' %'] 
xlabel('Prediction') %x-axis label 
ylabel('Target'l %y-axis label 
saveas(gcf,['Evaluation' num2str(Parameterl '.jpg'JI 
pause(0.51; 








Res2 1 :, 4 1 ; 
min(xx_itl :O.l:max(xx_itl; 
min(yy_nfl :O.l:max(yy_nfl; 
[XXI, YYI] meshgrid(xx it ,yy_nf 1; 
Error = griddata(xx_it,yy_nf,Error ,XXI,YYI, 'nearest' ); Error 
~ imgaussfilt(Error,31; 




title('Spectral Learning '1 
xlabel('Generation', 'LineWidth',6) %x-axis label 
ylabel('Number of Features', 'LineWidth',6) %y-axis label 
shading interp 
axis equal, view(0,901 
axis square 
col or bar 
title(colorbar, 'Error') 
saveas(gcf, ['Error' num2str(Parameter) '.jpg']) 
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Param = [resize, numberoffeatures, sigmal, sigma2, sigma3, 
Scale, Angle, Scale_Expand, TrPercent, Neurons, NN Iteration, 
Maxit, nPop, mu, ql, q2, vl, v2, Num_Sel] '; 
csvwrite( ['Parameters' num2str(Parameter) '.csv'] ,Param); 
ANN_RSQ_Train CCtr; ANN_RSQ_Train ~ ANN_RSQ_Train(l,2)A2 
ANN_RSQ_Test CCts; ANN_RSQ Test~ ANN_RSQ Test(l,2)A2 
ANN_RSQ_Eval CCEval Before; ANN_RSQ Eval 
ANN_RSQ_Eval(l,2)A2 
FSS_RSQ_Train ~ CCtr After FSSl; FSS RSQ_Train ~ 
FSS_RSQ_Train(l,2)A2 
FSS RSQ_Test ~ CCts_After FSSl; FSS RSQ_Test ~ 
FSS_RSQ_Test(l,2)A2 
FSS RSQ_Eval ~ CCEval_After FSSl; FSS RSQ_Eval 
FSS RSQ_Eval(l,2)A2 
Perff ~ 















[cj so] ~sort (Costs (j,: 1 1; 
d(so(1),j)~inf; 
for i~2:n-1 
d(so(i) ,j)~abs(cj (i+l)-cj (i-1) )/abs(cj (1)-






pop(F{k} (i)) .CrowdingDistance~sum(d(i, :) ) ; 
end 
end 
% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
centerRows.rn 
function [Zc, mu] ~ centerRows(Z) 
% 
% Syntax: [Zc, mu] centerRows(Z); 
% Inputs: Z is an (d x n) matrix containing n samples of 
a 
% d-dimensional random vector 
% Outputs: Zc is the centered version of Z 
% mu is the (d x 1) sample mean of Z 
% Description: Returns the centered (zero mean) version of 
the input data 
% Note: z ~ Zc + repmat(mu,1,n) 
% Author: Brian Moore 
% brimoor@umich.edu 
% Date: November 1' 2016 
% Compute sample mean 
mu= mean(Z,2); 
% Subtract mean 




% Choose a Training Function 
% For a list of all training functions type: help 
nntrain 
% 'trainlm' is usually fastest. 
% 'trainbr' takes longer but may be better for 
challenging problems. 
% 'trainscg' uses less memory. NFTOOL falls back to 
this in low memory situations. 
trainFcn 'trainlm'; % Levenberg-Marquardt 
% Create a Fitting Network 
hiddenLayerSize ~ 20; 
net~ fitnet(hiddenLayerSize,trainFcn); 
% Choose Input and Output Pre/Post-Processing 
Functions 





{ 1 removeconstantrows 1 , 1 mapminmax 1 }; 
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, 
Testing 
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% For a list of all data division functions type: help 
nndivide 
net.divideFcn 1 di vider and 1 ; % Divide data randomly 
net.divideMode = 'sample'; % Divide up every sample 
net.divideParam.trainRatio ~ 70/100; 
net.divideParam.valRatio ~ 15/100; 
net.divideParam.testRatio ~ 15/100; 
% Choose a Performance Function 
% For a list of all performance functions type: help 
nnperformance 
net.performFcn = 'mse'; % Mean squared error 
% Choose Plot Functions 
% For a list of all plot functions type: help nnplot 
net.plotFcns ~ {}; 
% net.plotFcns = 
{'plotperform', 'plottrainstate', 'ploterrhist', 




% Train the Network 
[net,tr] ~ trainlnet,x,tl; 




y~inf 1 size lt 1 1; 























% Validation and Test Data 
TestData.x~x( :, [tr.testind tr.valind] 1; 
TestData.t~t(:, [tr.testind tr.valind] 1; 
TestData.y~y( :, [tr.testind tr.valind] 1; 
















% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
Crossover.m 
















% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
cwtft2.rn 
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b~all(x<~y) && any(x<y); 
% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
DoublePointCrossover.rn 





yl~[xl(l:cl) x2(cl+l:c2) xl(c2+l:end)]; 
y2~[x2(l:cl) xl(cl+l:c2) x2(c2+l:end)]; 
end 
% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
fastiCA.rn 






















[Zica, W, T, mu] fastiCA(Z,r); 
[Zica, W, T, mu] fastiCA(Z,r,type); 
[Zica, W, T, mu] fastiCA(Z,r,type,flag); 
Z is an d x n matrix containing n samples of 
data 
r is the number of independent components to 
[OPTIONAL] type~ {'kurtosis', 'negentropy'} 
which flavor of non-Gaussianity to maximize. 
value is type = 'kurtosis' 
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% 







to the command 
flag 
flag 
window. The choices are 
0: no printing 
1: print iteration status 










components - scaled to variance 1 - of the 
W and T are the ICA transformation matrices 
Zr= T \ W' * Zica + repmat(mu,l,n); 
is the r-dimensional ICA approximation of Z 
mu is the d x 1 sample mean of Z 
% Description: 
on the input 













TOL ~ 1e-12; 
data using the Fast ICA algorithm 
Hyvarinen, Aapo, and Erkki Oja. "Independent 
analysis: algorithms and applications." Neural 
13.4 (2000): 411-430 
Brian Moore 
brimoor@umich.edu 
April 26, 2015 
November 12, 2016 
MAX ITERS ~ 1000; 
% Convergence criteria 
% Max # iterations 
% Parse inputs 
if ~exist('flag','var') Il isempty(flag) 
% Default display flag 
flag ~ 1; 
end 
if ~exist('type','var') Il isempty(type) 
% Default type 
type= 'kurtosis'; 
end 
% Set algorithm type 
if strncmpi(type, 'kurtosis',l) 
% Kurtosis 
USE KURTOSIS ~ true; 
algoStr = 'kurtosis'; 
elseif strncmpi(type, 'negentropy',l) 
% Negentropy 
USE KURTOSIS ~ false; 
algoStr = 'negentropy'; 
el se 
% Unsupported type 
error('Unsupported type ''%s''' ,type); 
end 
% Center and whiten data 
[Zc, mu] centerRows(Z); 
[Zcw, T] ~ whitenRows(Zc); 
% Normalize rows to unit norm 
normRows ~@(X) bsxfun(@rdivide,X,sqrt(sum(X.A2,2)) ); 
% Perform Fast ICA 
if flag 
% Prepare status updates 
fmt ~ sprintf('%%0%dd' ,ceil(log10(MAX ITERS + 1)) ); 
str = sprintf('Iter %s: max(l - l<w%s, w%s>l) 
%%.4g\\n',fmt,fmt,fmt); 
fprintf('***** Fast ICA (%s) *****\n',algoStr); 
end 
W ~ normRows(rand(r,size(Z,1)) ); % Random initial weights 
k ~ 0; 
delta ~ inf; 
while delta > TOL && k > MAX ITERS 
k ~ k + 1; 
% Update weights 
Wlast = W; % Save last weights 
Sk ~ permute(W * Zcw, [1, 3, 2]); 




G ~ 4 * Sk.A3; 
Gp ~ 12 * Sk.A2; 
% Negentropy 
G ~ Sk .* exp(-0.5 * Sk.A2); 
Gp ~ (1- Sk.A2) .* exp(-0.5 * Sk.A2); 
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W mean(bsxfun(@times,G,permute(Zcw, [3, 1, 2])) ,3) - ... 
bsxfun(@times,mean(Gp,3),W); 
W normRows (W); 
% Decorrelate weights 
[U, 
w 
S, ~] = svd(W, 'econ'); 
U * diag(l ./ diag(SI 1 * U' * W; 
% Update convergence criteria 








% Independent components 
Zica = W * Zcw; 
fastiCA WL.rn 
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% Same as the fastiCA.m in 1.2.8. In cases where we have large 
number of spectral features (extensive wavelet decomposition) 
we can change the convergence criteria (TOLI and the Max # 
iterations (MAX_ITERSI to reduce the computational cost. 
FeatureSelectionCost.rn 
function [z, out]~FeatureSelectionCost(s,datal 
% Read Data Elements 
nRun = 5; wTrain = 0.8; 
x=data.x; 
t~data.t; 
% Selected Features 
s~find 1 s~~o 1; 
% Number of Selected Features 
nf~numel (SI; 
% Ratio of Selected Features 
rf~nf/numel (si; 
% Selecting Features 
xs~x 1 S, : 1; 
% Weights of Train and Test Errors 
% wTrain=0.7; 
wTest=l-wTrain; 




% Create and Train ANN 
results~CreateAndTrainANN(xs,t); 
% Calculate Overall Error 








% Calculate Final Cost 
z~[nf 
E] ; 
% Set Outputs 
out.S=S; 
out. nf=nf; 











% This function is used for graph plots a nd display in MATLAB 
e n vironment : 
% Copyright © 20 12 Reza Shirvany , 
matlab . sciences@neverbox . com 
% Source : 
http : //www . mathworks . com/mat labcentral /fi l eexchang e/30736 
% Updated : 05/ 14 /201 2 
%Version : 1.6.5 
% default arguments 
width=28 ; 
font='Times New Roman '; 
fontsize=14; 
units='pixels'; 
bgcolor= ' w' ; 
sborder=' o ff'; 
flag=' '; 
Pindex= []; 
%%%%%%%%%%% process optional arguments 
optargin = s ize( varargin ,2 ) ; 
if optargin>O 
% check if a handle i s passed in 
if isscalar(varargin{1}) && isnumeric(varargin{1}) 
flag= [ flag '1 ' ] ; 




flag= [ flag 'i' ] ; 
end 
i=1; 
% get the property values 
while (i <= optargin) 
if (strcmpi(varargin{i }, ' border ') ) 
if (i >= optargin) 
erro r('Property value required f or : %s ', 
num2str (varargin{i}) ) ; 
el se 
end 
sborder = varargin{i+1};flag=[flag 'b']; 
i = i + 2 ; 
elseif (strc mpi(varargin{i}, ' width ' )) 
if (i >= opt argin) 
error('Property value required for: %s', 
num2str(varargin{i}l 1; 
el se 
width varargin{i+l};flag~[flag 'w']; 
i = i + 2; 
end 
elseif (strcmpi(varargin{i}, 'height' 11 
if (i >~ optarginl 




height ~ varargin{i+l};flag~[flag 'h'] 
i = i + 2; 
elseif (strcmpi(varargin{i}, 'font' 11 
if (i >~ optarginl 




font~ varargin{i+l};flag~[flag 'f']; 
i = i + 2; 
elseif (strcmpi(varargin{i}, 'fontsize' 11 
if (i >~ optarginl 
error('Property value required for: %s', 
num2str(varargin{i}l 1; 
el se 
fontsize ~ varargin{i+l};flag~[flag 's']; 
i = i + 2; 
end 
elseif (strcmpi(varargin{i}, 'units' 11 
if (i >~ optarginl 
error('Property value required for: %s', 
num2str(varargin{i}l 1; 
el se 
units varargin{i+l};flag~[flag 'u']; 
i = i + 2; 
end 
elseif (strcmpi(varargin{i}, 'color' 11 
if (i >~ optarginl 
error('Property value required for: %s', 
num2str(varargin{i}l 1; 
el se 
bgcolor ~ varargin{i+l};flag~[flag 'c']; 







%other figure properties 
if (i >~ optargin) 
error('A property value is missing. '); 
el se 
Pindex ~ [Pindex i i+l]; 
i = i + 2; 
end 
% We use try/catch to handle errors 
try 
% creat a figure with a given (or new) handle 















% set the background color 
set (s, 'col or' ,bgcolor); 








set (s, 1 DefaultTextFontName 1 , font); 
%%%%%%%%%%% set the figure size 
% set the root unit 
old_units~get(O, 'Units' 1; 
set(O, 1 Units 1 ,units); 
% get the screen size 
scrsz = get(O, 1 ScreenSize 1 ); 
% set the root unit to its default value 
set(O, 1 Units 1 ,old units); 
% set the figure unit 
set(s, 1 Units 1 ,units); 
% get the figure 1 s position 
pos = get (s, 1 Position 1 ); 
old_pos=pos; 
aspectRatio ~ pos(31/pos(41; 
% set the width and height of the figure 
if length(strfind(flag, 'w' 1 1~~1 && 
length(strfind(flag, 'h' 1 1~~1 
pos(31~width; 
pos(41~height; 
elseif isempty(strfind(flag, 'h'l 1 
pos(31~width; 
pos(41 ~ width/aspectRatio; 
elseif isempty(strfind(flag, 'w'l && 




% make sure the figure stays in the middle of the screen 
diff~old_pos-pos; 













% warning if the given width (or height) is greater than the 
screen size 
if pos(3)<scrsz(3) 





warning( ['Maximum height (screen height) is reached! height~' 
num2str(scrsz(4)) 'units]); 
end 
% apply the width, height, and position to the figure 
set(s, 'Position', pos); 
if strcmpi(sborder, 'off') 
set ( s, 'Defaul tAxesLooseinset', [ 0, 0, 0, 0] ) ; 
end 
% handle errors 
catch ME 






s~figure 1 s 1 ; 
% return handle if caller requested it. 






















% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
hist_ eq.rn 
% This function is for histogram equalization of images (by 
author): 
function [kl]~hist eq(i) 
for j~l:3 
k~i 1 : ' :' j 1 ; 











% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
NonDorninatedSorting.rn 













































% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
Norrnalize Fcn.rn 
function xN = Normalize Fcn(x,MinX,MaxX) 




function xN2 ~ Normalize Fcn21x2,MinX2,MaxX21 






plot (Costs (1,:) ,Costs (2,:), 'r*', 'MarkerSize' ,8); 
xlabel 1 'n_f' 1; 
ylabel 1 'E' 1; 
grid on; 




c=cumsum ( P) ; 
i=find(r<=c,l, 'first'); 
end 
% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
SinglePointCrossover.rn 







% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
SorfPopulation.rn 
function [pop F]~SortPopulation(pop) 
end 
% Sort Based on Crowding Distance 
[~, CDSO]~sort([pop.CrowdingDistance], 'descend'); 
pop~pop (CDSO); 
% Sort Based on Rank 
[~, RSO]~sort([pop.Rank]); 
pop~pop (RSO); 
% Update Fronts 






% Reference: lectures from matlabsite.com 
subplot_tight.rn 
% This function is used to make figures of the features kept 
together: 
function vargout=subplot tight(m, n, p, margins, varargin) 
%% Default params 
isWrapper=false; 
if (nargin<4) Il isempty(margins) 
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%note n and rn are switched as Matlab indexing is column-wise, 
while subplot indexing is row-wise : ( 
[subplot col,subplot row]~ind2sub([n,m] ,p); 
height~(l-(m+l)*margins(l) )/m; % 
width~(l-(n+l)*margins(2) )/n; 
single subplot height 
% single subplot width 
% note subplot suppors vector p inputs- so a merged subplot of 
higher dimentions will be created 
subplot cols~l+max(subplot col)-min(subplot col); % number of 
column elements in merged subplot 
subplot rows~l+max(subplot row)-min(subplot row); % number of 
row elements in merged subplot 
merged_height~subplot_rows*( height+margins(l) )- margins(l); 
% merged subplot height 
merged_width~ subplot_cols*( width +margins(2) )- margins(2); 
% merged subplot width 
merged_bottom~(m-max(subplot row) )* (height+margins(l)) 
+margins(l); % merged subplot bottom position 
merged_left~min(subplot col)* (width+margins(2) )-width; 
% merged subplot left position 
pos~[merged left, merged_bottom, merged_width, merged height]; 
if isWrapper 
h=subplot(m, n, p, varargin{:}, 'Units', 'Normalized', 
'Position', pos); 
el se 






function [yl, y2]~UniformCrossover(xl,x2) 
end 
alpha~randi([O 1] ,size(xl) ); 
yl~alpha.*xl+ (1-alpha) .*x2; 
y2~alpha.*x2+ (1-alpha) .*xl; 
whitenRows.rn 
function [Zw, T] ~ whitenRows(Z) 





Z is an (d x n) matrix containing n samples of a 









Zw is the whitened version of Z 
T is the (d x d) whitening transformation of Z 
Returns the whitened (identity covariance) 
input data 
(a) Must have n >~ d to fully whitenRows Z 
(b) Z ~ T \ Zcw 
Brian Moore 
% brimoor@umich.edu 
% Date: November 1, 2016 
% Compute sample covariance 
R ~ cov(Z'); 
% Whiten data 
[U, S, ~] = svd(R, 'econ'); 
T U * diag(l ./ sqrt(diag(S))) * U'; 
Zw = T * Z; 
APPENDIX B 
2D SPECTRAL FEATURE SELECTION: MATLAB CODE EVALUATION 
As an experiment, we simulated and evaluated the SFSS method on 2D feature 
selection from photos that bear sorne latent features need to be extracted to rebuild a 
hidden face of a cat mixed with two human faces. Compared to traditional ANN, our 
SFSS algorithm was able to learn better from limited pixel samples (similar to prior 
geological information from borehole samples ), and evaluations show that the SFSS 
can reconstruct a much more visible mode! of the hidden face of the cat. 
The input of the SFSS algorithm consists ofthree images that contain mixed forms of 
latent features (two hum an faces and one cat face in Figure B.!). The problem can be 
formulated as separation of cat's face from mixed images with limited access to the 
data from the original cat's face (targets to be predicted). The targets are sampled in 
two horizontal and vertical directions (red !ines in Figure B.!). This 2D imaging system 
is equivalent to the 3D physical properties with latent geological features and severa! 
boreholes with sampled geological targets. This simulation helps us to evaluate the 
performance of the SFSS bef ore implementation of a more complex 3D version of it. 
The task is to let the SFSS learn the variations in the target to predict the target values 
in places with no access to sampled pixels. 
A preliminary blind source separation with Fast- ICA could separate the latent features 
inside the mixed images. The results are shown in Figure B.2, in the form of three 
negentropy maximized independent components. 
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Figure B.l Simulation of a 2D imaging system containing several latent features 
(faces). The red traverse lines are indicating the sampled pixels that form the targets of 
the SFSS algorithm. 
IC 1 IC2 IC3 
Figure R2 Three independent components (ICs) of the mixed image calculated from 
negentropy maximization of input mixed images. 
The next step is to decompose these independent components to form a set of raw 
spectral features through a continuous wavelet transform. We calculated the 2D 
wavelet coefficients for 20 scales in four directions (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°). However, the 
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algorithm allows choosing any number of scales and directions as long as the computer 
hardware allows. The spectral decomposition is iterated for three initial independent 
components and thus produces 240 raw features containing several frequency-
dependent raw features need to be extracted (Figure B.3). 
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Figure B.3 240 raw spectral features produce by CWT with 20 scales in four directions 
(0°, 90°, 180°, 270°). 
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We used Fast-ICA through negentropy maximization to separa te the se 240 raw features 
to produce the spectral inputs necessary for feature selection. The Fast-ICA algorithm 
here is also able to reduce the dimensionality of the raw features. This is important in 
cases where we produce a large number ofraw features through CWT in a way that our 
computational hardware resources are not enough for handling the inevitable high 
dimensionality. Here, we reduce the dimensionality of the raw spectral features and 
thus produce 120 features to be fed into to SFSS algorithm (Figure B.4) . 
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Figure B.4 120 separated spectral features after Fast-ICA dimensionality reduction. 
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For feature selection, we used an MLP network with 120 spectral features inputs, ten 
neurons in the hidden layer, maximum of ten iterations, and one output. 70% of the 
targets are used for training, and the rest of it is set to be used for testing and evaluation. 
The GAis iterated in 5 generation with ten population, 70% crossover, 40% of mutation 
and mutation rate of0.1 (parameters in Appendix A). 
The overall performance of both conventional ANN optimized with the Levenberg-
Marquardt method, as weil as the SFSS algorithm optimized with GA are compared in 
Figure B. S. The SFSS algorithm gives a better testing result with 91% correlation 
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Prediction 
Figure B.5 Evaluation of ANN and spectralleaming algorithms in target prediction. 
lM 
The error landscape mf the SFSS i$ also shown in F!g!.lte B.& As: çan be seen, the b:eSt 
results 0'east global ert'CJ.' ind'îcated' by blue c~l'or) çome: w ith the last gen!ô!!'ations 9f GA 
that selects 54 features for spectralle:aming.(Figure Bl7). As can be se en, the SFSS is. 
able to recev~ a more v isîblefMe oftbe cat that was original!y mixed wiU1 two othe-· 
faces: The SFSS selected 54 out of 120, which means 6.5 -spectral fuattïres w.ete 
ext;reme1y requndant in the reconstruÇtion ofthè !lat''s face 
FigureB.6 The 'bi-obj'ect.i.ve errw landscapeofSFSS a:lgorithm. 
ANN Predic.üon: Nf "123 FSS'P"'di<;tîon; Nf;_$4 
Figu..re B. 7 Result& ofW AN1-T pre.dh:t!ons (left,) versus 2D SFSS predictions (right). 
SFSS resulre'd in the tmt.er reconstruction of cat'.s face with les.s number of spectral 
features, (righ(l. 
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